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Instructions for Use
This guide transforms the seasons of the year into thematic sections associated with
as many focus areas that are considered among Apulia’s main tourist attractions
(history, art, nature, flavours).
Each thematic section includes a certain number of connected subjects split into
chapters that, in turn, propose a series of contents presented through descriptions,
drawings and/or photographs. The Art section, for instance, includes the chapters
Cathedrals and Spiritual Sites, Cities for Art Lovers, The Baroque, and Castles,
Residences and Walled Cities.
Each chapter is introduced by a brief outline occasionally matched with a map
that illustrates the distribution across the region of the topics presented on the
following pages, thus enabling an immediate visualization of the itinerary.
The topics understood as proposals or suggestions for a tour are structured as
paragraphs focusing on a particular place, monument or district marked by uniform
features with a great appeal. To ensure the most extensive and exhaustive coverage
of the region in a uniform and balanced way avoiding any repetitions, the choice
of including a place within a certain chapter is meant to highlight its predominant
attraction factor; for this reason, for instance, Lecce is presented but not described
among the cities for art lovers, as its peculiar features are particularly emphasized in
the chapter dedicated to the Baroque.
The texts are provided with two additional descriptive elements: the cutaway
views of monuments, namely drawings that reproduce in three dimensions the
buildings concerned, supported by brief but exhaustive descriptions meant to
outline a sort of guided tour; and the boxes, short digressions that describe the
topic more in depth without creating interruptions when reading the main text.
Finally, the guide is completed by a chapter including references to the regional
tourism organizations (APT and IAT) and an essential updated list of websites
concerning the places of interest mentioned in the text. The book ends with an
index of places meant to facilitate the search for information.
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ituated in the heart of the Mediterranean, Apulia has been a bridge to the Orient
since the dawn of time. Given this very central position, it was a crossroads among
different cultures and civilizations, becoming a crucial spot for the Italian as well as
for the whole Mediterranean history.
Apulia, open to the West as well to the East, is today more than ever a land where various
cultures, peoples and languages have blended into a melting pot that might be defined the
Mediterranean civilization, of which the region has become again the most representative
deputy. Claiming this ancient and fundamental role means now looking at the future and
laying the foundations of an increasingly necessary cross-cultural reality, so as to reach the
big European and international appointments well-prepared.
Aware of its role, Apulia aims at not merely representing a seasonal holiday resort or a transit
country to further destinations, popular for its sea and sun, but wishes to be acknowledged
as well as the cradle of a civilization and the custodian of precious treasures. Travelling across
Apulia means having the possibility of visiting monuments of all epochs. It is an ideal place
for those who love art and history and gives the chance to meet all those different cultures
that turned this region into a crossroads between two worlds. These ancient roots give birth
to an extremely modern project, firmly rooted within a Mediterranean context but trying
to build up lasting ties with Europe.
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Taranto, Museo Archeologico Nazionale,
Apulian red-figure bell crater
(4th cent. B.C.)

History

A

History
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A great number of different cultures have left their traces throughout
Apulia, scattered all over the region next to the imposing monumentality
of the castles and cathedrals which have made this area famous across
the world. This archaeological heritage often includes pre-classical,
or everyday, or buried items, all of which provide both material and
immaterial evidence of past habits, traditions, spirituality, paths of faith
as the expressions of former communities. These are the traces this
chapter dedicated to History wishes follow: the many tales making up
a single identity.

A Journey across All Seasons
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Buried Treasures

E

specially in these past few years, Apulia has aroused great interest in the archaeological
field. It is archaeology that restores the region’s role as a natural bridge to the East
and to far-away civilizations, disclosing the traces left by peoples and cultures that
influenced
the history of Italy and the whole Mediterranean. Nowadays, archaeology is also the
main wealth of Apulia’s largest museums, which also include a great number of excavation
sites. This region often offers amazing underground surprises during agricultural or
construction
works; in some cases, the disclosure of buried treasures can also cause quite a few problems
in matter of conservation. To the lovers of the vestiges and traces of the past, Apulia proposes
extremely rich itineraries. The museums display countless objects, ranging from coins
to jewellery, from vases to statues, which mainly belonged to burial outfits discovered
in the ancient necropolises. There are also many sites where the remains of several past
civilizations are still visible across the deposited layers; sometimes entire cities were brought
back to light in this region filled with the traces from the dawn of the world and the dawn
of history. Dinosaurs of the Cretaceous roamed undisturbed and left evidence of their daily
paths printed in the soil. A hominid of the Pleistocene fell asleep in Lamalunga, where he
still rests and can be viewed by amazed observers on the monitor of the modern visitors’
centre dedicated to the Altamura Man. More tales are narrated by the Palaeolithic paintings
of the Paglicci cave near Rignano Garganico, or by those created with bat guano in the
“Grotta dei Cervi” (Deer Cave) discovered not far from Otrano in 1970, in which the wall
paintings bear evidence to the earliest stage of human civilization during the transition from
the Upper Palaeolithic to the Mesolithic and the Neolithic.

Canne della Battaglia

Mare Adriatico

Bisceglie

Ruvo di Puglia
egnazia
ostuni

Brindisi

Taranto
Carpignano Salentino
giurdignano
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Lecce, the Roman amphitheatre

The main archaeological and prehistoric
sites listed in this itinerary
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Taranto’s Treasure
Taranto’s famous collection of gold
objects is definitely worth a visit. These
precious and extremely fine jewels and
accessories discovered among burial
outfits are on display at the National
Archaeological Museum (MarTa). The
collection includes earrings of delicate
filigree work, necklaces, tiaras, rings and
bracelets of exceptional beauty and value.
However, they are just a small part of that
amazing treasure – made of gold and silver
objects, sculptures and paintings – that was
the booty of Quintus Fabius Maximus
when he conquered the town in 209
B.C. Founded in 1887, Taranto’s Museo
Archeologico Nazionale – one of Italy’s
most important museums – was partially
reopened to the public in 2007 after long
restoration works. Besides the gold objects
that made it famous across the world,
it offers visitors numerous temporary
exhibitions as well as Greek, Roman
and Apulian collections permanently on

display, which have been set up following
a thoroughly new concept more closely
linked to the various territorial contexts
rather than to the different object classes.
Egnazia
The archaeological site and National
Museum of Egnazia, not far from
Savelletri in the municipal district of
Fasano, should definitely not be missed.
The ancient town of Gnathia was a very
important port at the border between
Peucetia and Messapia, along the via Traiana
that led to Brindisi. It survived the fall of
the Roman Empire and became a bishopric
in the early Christian age. It started to
decline and was gradually abandoned
during the High Middle Ages for reasons
still unknown. Among the ruins, we can
still recognize the ancient acropolis, the
Egnazia, archaeological site: a section of the old
Via Traiana

History

Emilius Paulus. Dated to the second half
of the 2nd century B.C., it was recently
identified as the monument erected in 168
B.C. in honour of the winner of Pidna, in
Macedonia. It was reconstructed from the
fragments found in 1992 in the waters off
Punta del Serrone, near Brindisi. On the
same occasion, more than two hundred
fragments of bronze sculptures emerged
from the seabed. They probably had been
dropped in late antiquity by a ship in
difficulty, of which no trace was found,
though.

The Bronzes of Brindisi
The Archaeological Provincial
Museum “Francesco Ribezzo”, open
to the public since 1956, is situated in the
old town centre of Brindisi inside a large
building just behind the so-called Portico
dei Templari. It holds archaeological finds
from public and private nineteenth-century
collections (De Leo and Gorga families)
including materials discovered in the area of
Brindisi and its surroundings. In the section
dedicated to submarine archaeology, one
of the most interesting pieces is without
doubt the portrait-statue depicting Lucius

The Vases of Ruvo
Till a few years ago a private museum,
the National Archaeological Museum
“Jatta” in Ruvo di Puglia is a typical
example of an archaeological collection of
the 19th century that has survived the test of

Brindisi, Museo Provinciale “Ribezzo”, bronze
statue portraying Lucius Emilius Paulus

Taranto, Museo Archeologico Nazionale, gold
jewellery
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area of the forum with its large stone slabs,
the amphitheatre and the rests of a civilian
basilica. The burial outfits, statues and
ceramics that were recovered during the
excavations are on display in the museum.

A
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Ruvo (Bari), Museo Nazionale “Jatta”, the vase of
Talos

time almost perfectly intact. Still displayed
in the original setting of the time designed
by Giovanni Jatta junior, it includes more
than 2000 vases from the surroundings
giving a good general idea of the ancient
local production. The crucial piece of
this collection is the famous Attic crater
(dating back to the end of the 5th century
B.C.) depicting the Death of Talos. This
is undoubtedly the most well-known vase
of the entire collection, which has become
almost a symbol not only of the museum
but of the very town of Ruvo. Of amazing
quality, despite the questionable restoration
added to hide the marks of time at the
beginning of the 19th century and removed
in recent years, this vase represents on its
central scene the defeat of Talos, a mythical
demon and guardian of the island of Crete,
at the hands of Castor and Pollux.

Between Legend and Reality on the
Hill of Cannae
The archaeological site of Canne della
Battaglia lies between Canosa and Barletta
in a dominant position overlooking the
plain of the river Ofanto. Although the
famous event most probably took place
further away from this location, Cannae
is known for the epic encounter between
the Roman legions and the Carthaginians.
The battle was fought around 216 B.C. and
ended with the victory of the latter led by
Hannibal.
The site, now deserted and silent,
consists essentially of the stronghold crossed
by a decumanus (the main street crossing
the hill from east to west, which can be
accessed through the ancient fortified gate).
Numerous columns, statues, ancient Roman
inscriptions and cippi are lined up along the
decumanus.
The remains of a fortification lie in a
more marginal position. The south-western
part of the town holds the area dedicated to
the Christian basilicas with the ruins of two
churches with mosaic floors and a medieval
graveyard. Some burial outfits, ceramics and
reconstructed models of the battle site are
on display in the Antiquarium.
Ostuni – Pre-Classical Civilizations
Opened in 1989, this museum is
located in the former Convento delle
Monacelle and includes some large
laboratories, a specialized library and an
exhibition space in the attached eighteenthcentury church of San Vito Martire.
Among many interesting finds, some of
which date from the Neolithic and Metal
Ages, the most outstanding are the remains
of the oldest mother on earth (Delia).
This woman, more than twenty thousand
years old, was discovered together with the
fetus she carried in her womb in a cave used
for worship not far from the town.

History

Dolmens and Menhirs
Today, along the trail of Lama Santa
Croce there are still four dolmens located

not far from each other (1-2 km as the
crow flies) in the surroundings of Bisceglie,
although there used to be many more
of them. Dolmens are massive funerary
monuments from the Bronze Age. These
have a trilith structure and belong to the
category of the dolmen gallery graves and
passage tombs enclosed within an elliptical
burial mound. Given this structure, they
can be dated to the Middle Bronze Age
(16th – 14th century B.C.). According to the
most widespread opinion, they belonged
to the prestigious burial site of one among
the most influential families in the group.
Dozens of further dolmens and menhirs are
to be found in the lower Salento, although
many more have unfortunately been
destroyed in the course of time.
The greatest concentration of such
megalithic monuments is to be found in the
municipal district of Giurdignano (inland
from Otranto), thus called Italy’s Megalithic
Garden.

Surroundings of Fasano (Brindisi), the dolmen of
Montalbano
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Caves and Prayers
In the iconoclastic period, many Basilian
monks fled to Italy, finding very similar
settlements to those they already knew
for example from Cappadocia, where the
populations living in caves had achieved
very high architectural and artistic standards.
The monks painted their most ancient
Byzantine frescoes (among those that have
survived) in the Salento, near Carpignano,
in the crypts of Santa Marina and Santa
Cristina. In the district of Grecìa Salentina,
more crypts were decorated with frescoes in
Sternatia (San Sebastiano and San Pietro),
Castrignano dei Greci (Sant’Onofrio),
Calimera (San Biagio, where the frescoes
were redone in the mid-18th century). This
phenomenon is widespread throughout the
Salento and some more examples can be
visited in Casarano (Casaranello), Vaste
(SS. Stefani), S. Vito dei Normanni (San
Biagio).

A
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Apulia’s Cave Culture

I

n this region, the underground action of water has created a whole series of cavities
and caves. In the course of time, human beings learned to adapt to these initially harsh
environmental conditions and ended up transforming many of these natural caves into
true cave villages. The Apulian caves offered not only shelter to hermits and ascetics, they
also became dwellings providing alternative settlement solutions. In fact, these settlements
in the ravines appear as picturesque villages that, by digging and building, replicated in the
rock the hamlets built by others above ground. They included proper homes, structures
functional to the farming community like oil mills and stables, and also places of worship.
This typically Mediterranean tradition spread especially across the Murgia hills of Bari and
Taranto, reaching as far as Matera in nearby Basilicata.

andria

Mare Adriatico

Trani

Modugno
Triggiano
Monopoli

gravina

altamura
laterza

Mottola

ginosa
Castellaneta

Massafra

A former cave settlement in the surroundings of
Ginosa (Taranto)

The main cave settlements listed in this itinerary
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The Crypts in Terra di Bari
The cave settlements in the province
of Bari do not cover a very definite area,
mainly because they formed there where
the configuration of the land allowed to
excavate the tufa walls of dry riverbeds
called “lame” and ravines. Despite the fact
that these settlements depended at various
levels from the rich Greek and Latin
monasteries founded in Apulia starting
from the 9th-10th centuries onward, they
should not be understood as monastic
or ascetic communities, but rather as real
villages of peasants. In the organization
of the rural village, the main position was
reserved to the church. Its shape followed a

specific structure and decoration according
to the Greek or Latin rites, depending
on the nature of the resident community.
In Gravina, the caves can be as big as a
basilica – as for example the one dedicated
to San Michele – or as an oratory, like the
crypt of San Vito Vecchio, reproduced in
the local museum. Altamura features the
prehistoric cave village of Pisciulo, the crypt
of Carpentino with frescoes and the cave
church of Masseria Jesce. The cave villages
in the area of Monopoli are mainly small

Mottola (Taranto), cave church San Nicola
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The Sistine Chapel in a Cave To the most, the Saints and Madonnas depicted in the
Byzantine style, typical of the “Greek manner”, may look all the same, somewhat too static and sad,
frozen in faraway times. However, they can be rather enthralling and evocative, as in the case of the
crypt of San Nicola, in the surroundings of Mottola. Because of the effect given by its frescoes, this
crypt is defined the «Sistine Chapel of cave churches». The paintings, covering the crypt throughout,
date back to a period between the 10th and 14th centuries and offer a sort of anthology of the
Byzantine-Mediterranean koiné. Despite the grave postures of the figures, the bright colours they are
painted in (bright reds, black, whites, ochres, blues, greens and yellows) make the whole incredibly
lively.

History

The Crypts in the Province of
Taranto
The cave settlements in the Ionian area
around Taranto are particularly important
given their number and concentration. The
ravines of Mottola (Petruscio), Massafra
(San Marco), Castellaneta, Laterza
and Ginosa, combine an unexpected
concentration of natural beauties and traces
of ancient forms of community life. Each
of them corresponds to a complex cave
settlement system developed along the
sides of the ravine. Massafra’s settlement,
for example, derived its name from the
cave church dedicated to San Marco, a hall
with three naves originally fully covered
with frescoes. On the eastern side, the crypt
of Candelora reproduces the same shapes
and forms of the churches above ground,
especially in relation to the types of roofing
that accurately replicate domes, cross vaults
and gable roofs. The crypt is decorated with
images of Saints and Virgins with the Holy

Modugno (Bari), cave church Madonna della
Grotta

Child portrayed in the Byzantine style, and
with a picture of the Presentation of Jesus in
the Temple (image that gave the church its
name). Similar images and scenes from the
Old and New Testaments are on the whole
very common in other cave sanctuaries, like
San Leonardo, or Madonna della Scala, or
San Simeone in Famosa, on the border to
the district of Mottola.

19

settlements clustered around a place of
worship, like the hamlet and the crypt of
Sant’Andrea and San Procopio, the crypt
of Masseria Zaccaria, the crypt of San
Giovanni di Staveta and the cave church of
the Holy Spirit. A short time ago, another
cluster of cave houses was discovered in
Triggiano, very close to Bari. These houses
were called gripte and used from the 10th
to the 16th centuries. Surrounding the
church, they offered an alternative solution
to above-ground villages and towns. Not
far from the town of Modugno, we find
the underground church Santa Maria delle
Grotte, still preserving some examples
of frescoes. The area between Trani and
Corato includes the cave church of Santa
Geffa, a big three-nave basilica inspired
by the churches built above ground. This
proposed itinerary ends in Andria with
yet another cave church, dedicated to Santa
Croce; it was decorated in a monumental
vein with frescoes in the 14th or 15th century.

A
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The Holy Roads

F

Monte Sant’Angelo (Foggia), entrance to the cave
of San Michele Arcangelo
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ollowing the traces of Saint Pio da Pietrelcina, canonized a short time ago but already
venerated as a saint for a long time, Apulia is rediscovering the old pilgrims’ paths that
have stayed the same for two millennia thanks to the diffused devotional practices.
Apulia, the extreme tip of the peninsula, has been the crossroads of all the devotional
routes towards the Holy Land for centuries and offers a wide range of sights attesting this
religious spirit and its expressions through art. The Gargano is the place of pilgrimage ‘par
excellence’. Already in the Middle Ages, it was known as the Sacred Mountain and could be
reached through a road branching off the ancient via Traiana connecting Troia to Siponto, a
famous town rich in sumptuous monuments but especially important because of its being a
port of call on the way to the East. This road was called the “via Francigena”, while this last
stretch was given the meaningful name of “pilgrims’ way”. The via Francigena is also the last
part of the Route of the Angel, an over 2500-km-long route leading from Normandy to
Apulia and thus connecting the Channel to the Adriatic Sea.

A Journey across All Seasons
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San Giovanni Rotondo (Foggia), the sanctuary of
Santa Maria delle Grazie on the day of Padre Pio’s
canonization

“Make it big!” Padre Pio dreamt of a church, a large church, an immense house of prayer for
pilgrims. His last words were: “Make it big”, big like the huge shell resting on the mountain designed
by Renzo Piano to be second only to St Peter’s. An architectural structure recalling the symbol par
excellence of medieval pilgrims, which can hold over seven thousand people inside and thirty thousand
on the parvis, recovering the old idea of the church as an open house. Stone and wood – along with
other more “immaterial” elements like transparency, lightness and vibrating light – for a large church
with basic shapes, solid and plain like the great medieval cathedrals, a miracle of engineering made
up of a series of huge arches (the largest has a span of fifty metres, the longest ever built!) that radiate
from the centre and intersect where the altar stands, the focus of the whole building.
An imposing temple that is a modern challenge to the ability of recovering our memory, tradition
and magic: the memory of the humble friar that left a deep mark on this place through his personality
and his work; the tradition of a two-thousand-year-old Christianity that turned the Gargano into the
sacred mountain par excellence; the magic of a landscape that hasn’t lost – despite the times – its ancient
charm.

History

Monte Sant’Angelo
Monte Sant’Angelo is called after the
Archangel Michael who traditionally
appeared in this place in 490, 492 and 493,
marking the beginning of a new spiritual
era for the Gargano.
The town developed in the Middle
Ages essentially around the cave of San
Michele. In fact, towards the end of the
10th century, the need to accommodate all
those coming to visit the holy cave called
for the building of shelters which pretty
soon evolved into proper inns and homes, as
attested by records.
Above the cave, next to the shelters and
houses, there was also an ancient church
built before the year 1000 and dedicated to
San Pietro, around which the monumental
complex of the baptistery of San
Giovanni in Tumba and the church of
Santa Maria Maggiore was added in the
12th century.
In May and September, on the occasions
of sowing and harvest time, the Archangel is
solemnly celebrated by an incredible crowd
of pilgrims, in the past coming from all over
Europe, now still from all over the south of
Italy.

They arrive organized in groups,
distinguishable from one another by their
banners and the crosses decorated with
flowers.
Often they still come on foot and
practice ancient acts of penance along the
way.

Saint Michael the Archangel in a typical
representation of the Gargano area
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San Giovanni Rotondo
The present town developed in the 11th
century along the pilgrims’ route to the cave
of the Archangel Michael. Nowadays, it is a
traditional destination for the worshippers
of Padre Pio da Pietrelcina.
The wonder-working friar, now a saint,
founded a sanctuary just beside the old
convent church of Santa Maria delle Grazie.
He also promoted the construction of the
Casa Sollievo della Sofferenza, a very
modern and well-equipped hospital at the
forefront of scientific research.
The new church designed by Renzo
Piano to hold over 30,000 people is
an absolute masterpiece of modern
architecture.

A
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MONTE SANT’ANGELO, THE CAVE SANCTUARY OF SAN MICHELE
50 Puglia delle cattedrali

Sul fondo della navata si apre la cappella
The “Cappella dell’Altissimo” in the
dell’Altissimo, con i grande altare barocco
back of the nave, with the large Baroque
del Santissimo Sacramento
altar of the Holy Sacrament
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The portal leading into the
Il portale
accesso
grotta
cave isdiclosed
byalla
a bronze
è chiuso
dalla
porta
bronzea
door commissioned in
commissionata
a
Costantinople
in 1076
Costantinopoli nel 1076

A series of tombs and
A livello della grotta si apre un
memorial tablets dating back
atrio su cui si affacciano tombe
to different epochs overlook
e lapidi commemorative di
the hall at a level with the
varie epoche
cave
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La Capitanata
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The bell tower of the Sanctuary, built in
Il campanile del Santuario, costruito
the second half of the 13th century, has the
nella seconda metà del Duecento, ripete
same shape as the towers of Castel del
nelle sue forme la struttura delle torri di
Monte
Castel del Monte

staircase
leading down
LaThe
scalinata
che conduce
alla
to
the
cave
is
formed
by as
grotta consta di ben
86 gradini
many as 86 steps
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The
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the dell’Arcangelo
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Rural Culture and Tradition
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Bari, scene from the
traditional procession on St
Nicholas’s Day celebrated
in May

On the following pages: Putignano
(Bari), the festival of the “propaggini”
(layers)
and Vico del Gargano (Foggia), the
statue of the local Patron Saint Valentine
decorated with oranges on his feast day.
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he ritual, liturgical and celebrative dimensions in Apulia have their roots in the
tradition of peasants, shepherds and seamen at the same time. The authentic memory
of the regional culture is well preserved and keeps being handed on through many
religious and non-religious celebrations such as sea processions, the rites linked to the
Holy Week, the Carnival, and folk dances like the pizzica that has now become a separate
phenomenon and music genre of its own. These customs permeate the daily life and reach
their most spectacular expression on the occasion of the festivities and the events that mark
the crucial stages of life.
The processions, blessing the places they go through, are at the heart of the most spectacular
feasts, such as the patron saint’s days and the celebrations taking place during the Holy
Week. During such events, in a sort of “ritual wasting”, people of all social classes dress
in their Sunday’s best in sharp contrast with their daily life often marked by hardship and
misery. During these celebrations the popular culture is sublimed, transforming those who
are usually marginalized into the real protagonists. Sunday clothes and village fairs used to
be the components of that temporary revenge on the pace dictated by the passing of the
seasons, which is best expressed by the carnival moral that secures the possibility to subvert
the usual state of things at least once a year.
The Salento area deserves a special mention in this sense. Narrating its traditions and events
means knowing that this is a land of legends, visions and great evocative power. Scholar
Ernesto De Martino was well aware of its special charm when he arrived in Galatina in the
Fifties to write La terra del rimorso, his most famous book on the tarantismo, namely the ageold ritual purification dance meant to heal men – but above all women – supposedly bitten
by a tarantula (usually at harvest time).
The dance accompanied by the insistent rhythm of tambourines and fiddles had to be
performed till the dancer was overcome by exhaustion, miming the animal and the fight
against it. In Galatina the whole population used to gather on the square in front of the
chapel dedicated to the apostle Paul and located on the outskirts every year on the 29th of
May, the day of Saints Peter and Paul. That was the place where the tarantate, namely women
bitten by the spider, came together and started, after a short procession, to take off their
clothes, moaning and calling on God for help and beginning to sway their hips rhythmically
while the musicians struck up a sweet and rhythmic tune.
The music would become increasingly frenzied reaching an incredibly fast pace, the typical
feature of the pizzica which simulates a series of bites but also the attack and defence moves
during the fight between the spider and its victim. Today what is left over of this archaic and
Dionysian ritual has been absorbed by widely popular high-profile music events that attract
thousands of persons to play and dance together, entranced by the rhythm of the pizzica
for many days up to the very last night, the “Notte della Taranta”, namely the Night of the
Tarantula.
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The Carnival of Putignano
Putignano’s carnival is the Apulian
carnival par excellence. Its origins go back
to 1394, when the relics of the Martyr
Saint Stephen arrived in town escorted by
vinedressers disguised with dead branches.
The festivities start on the 26th of December,
the feast of the Martyr Saint, with the
rite of the “Propaggini” (namely the
vineyard’s dead branches).
This rite recalls the ancient peasant
procession that was most probably marked
by great solemnity and age-old rituals, very
far from the cheerful atmosphere it is filled
with today. On this occasion, songs, dances
and allegoric representations are performed

with the aim of contrasting the harshness
of the winter and the barrenness of nature.
Different social groups are mocked with
dances and songs each Thursday till the end
of the Carnival.
On the last Sunday, the carnival ends
with the famous parade of papier-mâché
floats.
The Rituals of the Holy Week
The celebrations of the Holy Week offer
a key to understand this society’s conception
of life as a perpetual fatigue.
The solemn processions, parades
of papier-mâché statues depicting the

The Protagonists of the Holy Week The penitents of Noicattaro,Valenzano
and Vico del Gargano; the perdune of Taranto; the Mysteries of Molfetta; the pappamusci of
Francavilla Fontana, very similar to the perdune of Taranto.
During the Good Friday rituals in Bari (like in many other locations of the region), the so
called misteri, holy images of the passion and death of Jesus Christ, are carried along in the
procession. Children often become the big protagonists, all dressed up for the occasion and
taking their role very seriously.

History

The Saint Who Came from the Sea:
Saint Nicholas
The transfer of the mortal remains
of St. Nicholas was one of the many
misappropriations of relics that were very
widespread in the Middle Ages (often
used to promote the rebirth of towns).
The relics of the bishop of Myra in Asia
Minor were transferred to Bari in 1087.
Apart from any moral judgment about what
was a downright sacred theft, the cult of
St. Nicholas is one of the few examples of
saints worshipped as much in the East as in
the West.

The Holy Week in Francavilla Fontana (Brindisi),
Molfetta (Bari) and the “perdune” in Taranto

The arrival of the relics in Bari
marked the supremacy of the city in the
relationships with the Eastern Church and
led to the construction of one of the most
important Christian sanctuary basilicas.
Every year, the Saint is celebrated in Bari
on the 7th, 8th and 9th of May. The arrival of
the holy relics in the city is recalled through
a historical pageant in period costumes.
It departs from the harbour of San Giorgio,
(where the ships allegedly arrived on their
return from Myra) and crosses the old town
reaching the basilica’s square.
Afterwards, the patron saint’s statue
follows the procession through the main
roads of the town and is then carried
on board a boat; it stays anchored in the
roadstead for the whole of the second day,
on display for the many pilgrims and for
Bari’s population gathered on the coast to
worship it. A picturesque fleet of rowing
boats, dinghies, motorboats and fishing boats
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so called Mysteries, achieve intensely
dramatic expressions. Rather merry
collective behaviours can be exhibited
at the same time, even though it might
seem contradictory. This culture of death,
made of sympathy and deep interpersonal
relationships, has particularly meaningful
moments in the procession of the Mysteries
in Taranto and during the Holy Week’s
rituals in Noicattaro.
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Grottaglie (Taranto), the pottery district

filled with devotees pays homage to the
saint.
In the evening, against a spectacular
background of fireworks, the statue is
brought back to land and the triumphal
procession starts again lasting until late at
night.
The celebrations go on for the whole
third day among concerts, shows, fireworks,
festive lights and a huge local attendance.

The Museums of Folklore and Rural
Culture
Apulia offers many possibilities to learn
about the rural context and old daily tools
used for farm work.
The most famous museums of folklore
and rural culture are located in Monte S.
Angelo, Sammichele di Bari, in the
ancient oil mill next to the abbey of Santa
Maria delle Cerrate near Squinzano, but
also in Alberobello, Altamura, Bitonto,
Brindisi, Faeto and Tuglie. Among the
most peculiar museums we should mention
the Wheat Museum (Museo del Grano) in
Cerignola.
The museum makes use of an extremely
modern multi-media technology employed
to explain the many exhibited objects and
the life in the rural world. Among the many
ancient working tools on display we can
find ploughs, harrows, threshers, barrels, and
several other tools used for the mowing and
milling of wheat.
To the Rhythm of the “Pizzica”
The songs of the grika population in the
Salento peninsula are the living evidence
of an ancient language and an almost
extinguished rural culture.
Music and singing were used to
accompany not only the whole life cycle
of a human being (from birth to death),
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Ceramics in Grottaglie Grottaglie is situated along the eastern border of the province

of Taranto dominating the plain stretching from the Murgia foothills towards the sea. The town
was founded in the second half of the 10th century, when the populations of nearby villages found
shelter in the caves of the surroundings escaping the Saracen incursions. Rapidly, a proper settlement
formed in the area of these caves. It became so densely populated that Robert Guiscard entrusted
the archbishops of Taranto with its government as a feud. Grottaglie is known as the region’s leading
centre in the production of art ceramics. The town boasted 42 potteries and 5000 workers already
in the 18th century. The life of the entire neighbourhood of the cammenn’ri (which are the chimneys
of the old wood kilns) revolves around the manufacturing and trading of terracottas and ceramics,
in particular the typical capasoni, large amphora-shaped containers used to preserve oil and wine.
Castello Episcopio holds the most significant Apulian pottery museum, split into five sections
(archaeology, majolica, traditional pottery for everyday use, contemporary items, Nativity scenes).

History

The Notte della Taranta is a festival of Salento
folk music taking place in several towns of the
province of Lecce and the Grecìa Salentina
in the month of August, which has already
celebrated its thirteenth anniversary. It ends with
a huge concert in Melpignano staged in the
picturesque setting of the lawn in front of the
former Convento degli Agostiniani.
The event is made possible by the studies,
documentation and promotion of the art and
cultural heritage of the Salento provided by the
Istituto Diego Carpitella, the support of the 11
towns of the Grecìa as well as the accurate and
constant promotional efforts of the Fondazione
La Notte della Taranta.

Melpignano (Lecce), the former Convento degli
Agostiniani, whose lawn hosts each year in August
the final concert of the “Notte della Taranta”
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but also the cycles of production and feasts
(from January to December) of the whole
community.
When spring is over and the extremely
hot summer comes, it is time for mowing,
tobacco has to be harvested, and much of
the farm work is moved to the threshing
floor. In the evening, the whole place
is turned into a party: To the sound of
accordions and tambourines, both the
young and the elderly meet, also from
nearby farms, to play music, sing and dance
the pizzica.
De Martino’s studies on the tarantate
(women performing old dancing rituals)
explain how the “pizzica” has become such
a popular phenomenon during today’s street
festivals, especially in the yearly Notte della
Taranta (Night of the Tarantula), a cycle of
art performances taking place every August.
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Handicrafts
Many shops and workshops throughout
the Salento offer local handcrafted products:
all kinds of ceramics (rustic, sophisticated,
decorated, and so on), embroidery, lacework,
and objects made of olive wood. Especially
interesting are the papier-mâché products,
a typical art practised in Lecce, as well as
the wrought iron and “pietra leccese” (the
soft stone typical of this area) items, which
are masterly handcrafted by local craftsmen.
The best purchases can be made in the small
markets in the neighbouring villages, which
offer a large variety of traditional objects of
wrought iron and terracotta.

Rutigliano (Bari), typical whistles

One of the Three Kings of heat-modelled papiermâché by the Piemontese brothers in Lecce,
known under the name of “I Messapi”

Rutigliano’s whistles Rutigliano, in the province of Bari, is the capital of terracotta

whistles. In January, there is a winter festival dedicated to this object, which coincides
with the celebrations for the patron saint’s day, Sant’Antonio Abate. The whistles are a real
attraction for collectors, as they boast a long tradition. Their raw material, clay, apparently
gave the town its name (Rutilianum = red soiled town). Beside the mass-produced pieces
for commercial purposes, there are still traditional handcrafted whistles, true works of art,
which reproduce caricatures of the typical figures of town life – among them the monk, the
priest, the carabiniere, men and women with exaggerated features, the lady with the umbrella.
Archaeology has proved that the forefather of this strongly symbolic imaginary is the
colourful rooster, which has become the emblem of these cheerful amulets.
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Lecce’s papier-mâché Affordable, light and resistant, papier-mâché is a quite inexpensive

material producing excellent results in a short time. Papier-mâché began to be used for religious
purposes in a mystic and pagan context. The oldest evidence of its use dates back to the 17th century
and the technique stayed practically unchanged until the present day. The papier-mâché is a handicraft
employing plain raw materials such as waste paper processed with starch paste, straw and wire for the
internal structure, as well as plaster and colour for the finishing. Once the statue’s size has been set, the
artisan models its face, hands and feet in clay, then pressing them into a plaster mould. The phases of
the process are the following: modelling the body with straw and wire around a wooden stick fixed
on a base. Then the figure is covered with paper soaked in starch paste. The statue is then put to dry
for a few days, after which further details are applied with the help of fire. Once this is completed, the
craftsman begins the dressing and painting.
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Ostuni (Brindisi), the rose window of the cathedral

Art

B

Art
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Travellers and scholars of the past centuries often followed traditional
routes passing through Venice, Florence, Rome, which were meant
to complete a person’s education and culture pursuing the memory
of the “Great Art”. However, they seldom reached the South of Italy.
This section shows how much they missed, and how rich this area
is in hidden treasures that have often played a significant role in the
collective imaginary: sacred and profane stones, towns and villages
waiting to be rediscovered and whose monumental look betrays the
long evolution – made up of continuous meetings between peoples
and exchanges of ideas – of a civilization halfway between East and
West on the shores of the Mediterranean Sea.
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Cathedrals and Spiritual Sites

T

his is maybe the most classical of possible itineraries, suitable for any season of the
year.
Soaring bell towers still represent a reference point for both locals and foreigners.
They are usually located in the very heart of urban communities, whose power used often
to be legitimated by the fact that they contained holy relics. Acquired partially by chance
and partially by not perfectly honest means, in medieval times these objects were highly
appraised for the great support they offered in boosting the flourishing phenomenon of
cathedrals in Apulia. Even though it has never been a bishop’s see, a fundamental part of
this itinerary is represented by the basilica of San Nicola in Bari, one of the most important
sanctuaries of Christianity. Thanks to the widely worshipped relics of this foreign saint, it
took a leading role both as an architectural model and at spiritual level. Most of Apulia’s
monumental cathedrals were built following the model of San Nicola di Bari, although it
is worth noticing that the appeal of these buildings is mostly due to their being all different
from each other. The most remarkable are those of Troia, Lucera, Foggia, Canosa, Barletta,
the particularly striking one of Trani, as well as those of Molfetta, Bitonto, Ruvo, Altamura
and Gravina, and further south in Monopoli, Brindisi, Otranto, Lecce and Taranto. These
buildings, with their complexity and diversity – often also in consequence of rearrangements
made in the course of the centuries – enable us to appreciate the great diversity and variety
of the cultural contributions in this region.

Monte Sant’angelo
lucera
Troia

Foggia

Siponto

Mare Adriatico
Barletta
Trani
Molfetta
Ruvo di Puglia
Bari
Monopoli
Bitonto
gravina
altamura
ostuni Brindisi

Canosa

Taranto
lecce
otranto
galatina

Trani, the cathedral

The locations of the most
important Apulian cathedrals
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Trani, the cathedral

Due to the unusual height
of the transept and of the
building as a whole, the
three apses projecting on
the seaward front appear
particularly tall and soaring

The upper church is a spacious
three-nave hall split by a
double row of six coupled
columns
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Covering an area as wide as
the one of the upper church,
the “crypt” of Santa Maria
is actually located at today’s
street level

A staircase enables access to the
ancient sacellum of San Leucio
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The galleries
run along three
sides of the
church and can
be reached only
from the bell
tower
The façade emphasizes the
few but preciously carved
architectural and ornamental
elements

The bell tower is attached to
the building and provided at
its base with a large arched
passegeway for pedestrians
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The main portal, lavishly
decorated with figurative
reliefs, should be imagined
in combination with the
extraordinary bronze door by
Barisano da Trani that is now
preserved inside the church
after having been restored
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Between East and West
The cathedral dedicated to San Nicola,
in the very heart of the old town of Bari, is
not a cathedral, actually, but a very famous
sanctuary. It was founded in 1087 by the
Benedictine abbot Elias on the area formerly
occupied by the Byzantine praetorium,
with the primary aim to hold the relics
of the Saint that had been purloined in
Myra in Asia Minor by seamen from Bari.
A whole series of structural details of this
building constituted a total novelty in the
Apulian Romanesque, like the deep arcades
surmounted by galleries that run along the
sides, ending up to conceal the hardly jutting
out transept, the asymmetrical towers that
frame the front and the continuous wall on
the east side that incorporates the apses and
the two towers, becoming a proper façade
facing the sea.
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A Ship Stranded on the Cliffs
White and monumental, the cathedral of
Trani rises high above the sea dominating
the old town. Founded at the end of the
11th century in order to hold the relics of a
young Greek pilgrim called Nicola, who had
died in Trani in the odour of sanctity, this
church took the place of an older basilica
dedicated to Santa Maria. The complex
structure of the new building, made up of the
proper upper church, two additional bodies
below – one arranged lengthwise, the other
transversally - and the crypt of San Leucio,
was closed on the plain front by the bronze
door (today preserved inside the church)
created in the 12th century by Barisano da
Trani, whose fine chisel work is reflected by
the masterly crafted stone frame looking as if
made of ivory.

Top: Bari, Basilica di San Nicola, Abbot Elia’s
throne
Bottom: Trani, the cathedral
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The Mystery of Otranto: the
Cathedral and Its Mosaic
In Italy’s easternmost town, where
everybody still remembers the massacre of the
800 martyrs victims of the Turks during the
sack of 1480, the cathedral is a solemn basilica
enlivened by the colours of its huge floor
mosaic, a precious “carpet” that still nowadays
covers the whole nave and presbytery. Dated
1163, it is decorated with a huge and amazing
life tree, whose branches depict scenes drawn
from the Old Testament, the Arthurian Cycle,
popular legends and the classical repertoire,
intertwined with zodiacal signs, images of the
various seasonal works, pictures of Hell and
Paradise, as well as monsters of the Apocalypse.
This wonderful mystery depicting the sense
and history of humankind managed to survive
even the attacks by the Turks.
A Colorful World: Basilica di Santa
Caterina in Galatina
The church of Galatina dedicated to
Santa Caterina d’Alessandria is located
in the heart of the Salento region. Looking
at this really grand and solemn building, the
first impression is that of not being in Apulia
at all, as the church was designed according to
the pattern of a gothic basilica. It was built in
1391 by Raimondello Orsini del Balzo and
his wife Maria d’Enghien and features cross
vaults on compound piers that are completely
foreign to the local tradition. Its interior walls
fully covered with frescoes reproduce scenes
from the Apocalypse, the Genesis, the Life of
Christ and the Life of Santa Caterina. To further
enrich this already very articulated building,
the son of the two founders placed his own
grave and those of his parents inside the
hall and turned the church into the family’s
pantheon, as did later Nuzzo Barba for the
lords of Conversano. The dead pay their last
devout homage to this holy site dressed in the
Franciscan cowl.
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Top: Otranto (Lecce), the cathedral, nave and floor
mosaic
Bottom: Galatina (Lecce), Basilica di Santa
Caterina d’Alessandria, the nave
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Bari, Basilica
di San
Nicola
100 Puglia
delle cattedrali

The galleries, wich can be
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building
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settentrionale
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La Terra di Bari
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Cities for Art Lovers

U

Gallipoli (Lecce), Baroque balcony
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sed to the monumental beauty of our classical art heritage, even expert travellers
might run the risk of overlooking sights situated outside the well-known tourist
itineraries and yet worthwhile visiting.
The tourism industry has only recently rediscovered Apulia as an extremely attractive
destination, dotted with small cities where present and past live in a close and profitable
symbiosis and which are not only rich in the tangible traces left by artists and craftsmen of
the past but are still vibrant, bustling and thriving with life.
These little towns can certainly not be compared to cities like Rome,Venice and Florence,
with their unrivalled quantity of architectural and pictorial works of art, but they still
present very unique and charming peculiarities. A few examples may include Alberobello,
famous for the particular cone-shaped roofs of its houses; Ostuni, the whitewashed city
filled with the peculiar light of the Mediterranean; Trani, the monumental cradle of history
and architecture jutting out into the sea; Martina Franca, the town of music looking
like a spectacular Baroque outdoor stage set, and the list might go on with such names
as Monte Sant’Angelo, Lucera, Troia, Barletta, Ruvo, Bitonto, Bari, Gravina, Molfetta,
Polignano, Monopoli, Lecce, Otranto, Gallipoli or Nardò. Many of these towns appear
like downright open-air museums, rich in beautiful old churches and art collections but
also offering stunning views into charming hidden corners and behind closed gates, filled
with the atmosphere of faraway times, when this area was a crossroads in the migration of
Mediterranean peoples.
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Lucera (Fg)
Along with Brindisi, this town was one
of the strongholds of the ancient Romans in
Apulia. It enjoyed the right to coin its own
money and became a municipium after the
social war. According to Cicero, it was “one
of Italy’s most flourishing cities”.
The large amphitheatre dating back
to the Augustan age is an evidence of that
glorious past. This imposing building of
elliptic shape was erected on behalf of local
magistrate Manlius Vecilius Campus in a
natural depression just outside the town
walls. Destroyed by the Byzantines in 663
A.D., the town experienced a rebirth with
Frederick II of Hohenstaufen. Under his
rule the town was populated from 1224
to 1246 by a Saracen colony of former
rebels that had been moved by Frederick
from Sicily to this area. Later, Charles I
of Anjou ordered the construction of the
large towered city wall which is about
one kilometre long and nowadays known
as the castle. Inside the wall ring the
mighty ruins of the Angevin citadel and
Frederick the Second’s imperial palace
are still to be seen. The Anjous also built
the cathedral on the site of the former

mosque. This church is one of the rare traces
of the French influence on the regional
architecture. The same Gothic style also
marks the Chiesa di San Francesco,
an aisleless church built shortly after the
cathedral and following its pattern with
simpler shapes, though.
Troia (Fg)
Troia was founded in 1019 by Byzantine
catepan Basilio Boioannes on the site of the
ancient city of Aecae, thus maintaining the
same strategic position along the old road
network. The Chiesa di San Basilio dates
back to this first period in the town’s history.
It features a simple basilica architecture
with three naves and probably served as a
model for Santa Maria’s cathedral which
was built a few years later. Around 1093,
given the growing importance of this city
within the political and military context of
the Norman Mezzogiorno, the cathedral
was enlarged and took on the appearance
we still see today. At the end of the first
construction phase in 1119, the façade was
embellished by the large bronze door, a
work by Oderisio da Benevento, who also
sculpted the side door added in 1127.
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Bari
Apulia’s capital Bari is an industrious city
firmly tied to Europe while acting at the
same time as a bridge towards the whole
Mediterranean area. The old town is marked

Lucera (Foggia), the monumental entrance to the
Roman amphitheatre
Bari, the skyline of the old town district
Barletta, the castle’s stone bridge

by a series of churches and fortifications
that were built in ancient times on the
small eastward-looking headland around
the symbols of the secular and ecclesiastical
powers (the castle, the cathedral and the
Basilica di San Nicola). “Bari Vecchia”, as
the old town centre is called, is immediately
adjacent to the nineteenth-century district
known as “quartiere murattiano”, which
was laid out following a grid plan. Further
interesting sights in the old district include
numerous medieval churches and a great
number of Renaissance and Baroque
additions often marking older edifices. The
“borgo murattiano” was built in the typical
style of the nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries; with theatres and palaces lining
the shore, the eastern sea promenade
resembles a long ocean liner, overlooked
by the tall tower of the Palazzo della
Provincia that houses the Pinacoteca
Provinciale “C. Giaquinto”.
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Barletta
This is the city where the famous Disfida
(duel) between Italians and French took
place in 1503. It was a crucial military
outpost in the Middle Ages as well as in the
Modern Age, as attested by the presence
of the recently restored castle, today
holding the town museum and acting as a
venue for cultural events. Barletta is dotted
with numerous old buildings, such as the
impressive cathedral built in the GothicRomanesque style; the Basilica del Santo
Sepolcro; several Baroque complexes
like the monastery of the Jesuits and the
Chiesa delle Anime del Purgatorio, as
well as some sumptuous aristocratic palaces,
the most beautiful of which is Palazzo
Della Marra in via Cialdini, which houses
the Picture Gallery “De Nittis”. The
town’s landmark is the famous bronze
Colossus, a more than five-metre-tall statue
dating from Late Antiquity.
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portal, a courtyard with portico and a
Renaissance bas-relief decoration.
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Brindisi, the end column of the Appian Way

Bitonto (Ba)
With an economy mainly based on
agriculture, this city is especially famous for
its olive oil production. Its charming old
town is dominated by the Romanesque
cathedral that reproduces the features of
Bari’s Basilica di San Nicola in a smaller
scale. Bitonto’s highlights include the
Abbazia di San Leo, a Benedictine
abbey dating back to the 9th century, and
right outside the town the seventeenthcentury Chiesa del Crocifisso which
holds canvas paintings and frescoes by
local artist Carlo Rosa. There are also
several noble mansions dating from the
Renaissance and the Baroque age: Palazzo
Sylos Sersale nearby via Sedile, Palazzo
Regna (on piazza Cavour), and Palazzo
Sylos Calò (on via Rogadeo, holding the
National Gallery “Girolamo e Rosaria
Devanna”). Last but not least, Palazzo
Sylos Labini, in via Planelli, is a beautiful
residence characterized by a Catalan Gothic

Brindisi
Under the Romans Brindisi was the end
station of the Appian Way, the Empire’s gate
to the East; it has maintained this role ever
since, and in the Middle Ages its harbour
witnessed crowds of pilgrims and crusaders
from all over the Christian West setting sail
to the Holy Land. The city holds numerous
remains from its rich past like the Castello
svevo, for example, built by Frederick II in
1227 to control the inner harbour and made
up of a square keep with corner towers.
Castel alfonsino, also known as Castel
Rosso (Red Castle) or Forte a mare (Sea
Fort), dates back to the 15th century and was
built by Alphonse of Aragon on the island
of Sant’Andrea. The Romanesque duomo
was rebuilt in the course of the 18th century,
but still preserves, around the main altar,
some fragments of the original mosaic floor
generally attributed to priest Pantaleone.
The same priest signed the amazing mosaic
floor of Otranto’s cathedral, which dates
back to 1165. Another building dating from
the Middle Ages is the Tempio di San
Giovanni al Sepolcro, an early evidence
of Holy Land military orders settled in
Southern Italy. Supposedly, the church was
built in the period from the late 11th to the
early 12th centuries according to a typical
early-Christian pattern with round layout.
A few kilometres out of town, following
the road to San Vito, lies the Chiesa di
Santa Maria del Casale built under
Angevin rule. It features a stunning twocolour wall facing and an elegant gable
façade lined with small blind arches and
decorated with a hanging projecting canopy
above the main entrance. The interior of
the church is almost completely covered
with frescoes. Particularly impressive is
the depiction of the Last Judgment on the
inside of the façade, a work by Rinaldo da
Taranto dating from the beginning of the
14th century.
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Gallipoli (Le)
Known as the “beautiful city”, Gallipoli
appears perched on an island dominated
in the middle by the cathedral – a real
Baroque gallery rich in paintings by
artists from Naples and Lecce. The island
is hemmed by a series of palaces and
churches (among them Chiesa della
Purità, Santa Teresa and San Francesco)
built in the 16th-18th centuries along the
shoreline, following the course of the
ancient city walls facing the sea. Here,
where Carparo tuff is used instead of the
typical local construction material, the socalled “Lecce stone”, the habitual plastic
decoration is replaced by painted majolica
tiles that enrich the façades with sacred
images. Another of the old town’s highlights
is the Fontana ellenistica (“Hellenistic
fountain”), of whose original structure
three bas-reliefs are left, which depict
mythological scenes from the Metamorphosis
and bear later Latin inscriptions.
Nardò (Lecce), the Immacolata obelisk in piazza
Salandra

the 16th century and restored after the 1743
earthquake, and the medieval cathedral.
The Guglia dell’Immacolata, a kind of
obelisk built in 1769, represents a typical
example of Baroque street furniture.

Smaller Towns Besides the cities famous for their art and architecture, Apulia displays its more
picturesque side through a series of smaller towns whose present-day look epitomizes centuries of
history, civilization, traditions and culture despite their peripheral location in relation to the main routes
of tourism and knowledge.These places are to be considered of a “minor” importance only as far as
their size is concerned, as they are actually much closer than the larger cities to the “human scale” that
ensures the survival of the human species, its monuments and those traditions which preserve the most
genuine spirit of community, never forgetting the rural origins and culture of which the very “image”
of these places is a true expression. In recent years some of these towns have been awarded an “official”
recognition. In fact, many of them appear included in the list of Borghi d’Italia, like Alberona, Bovino,
Pietramontecorvino and Roseto Valfortore (towns of the Daunian Sub-Apennine), Cisternino and
Locorotondo (in Valle d’Itria), Otranto and Specchia (Salento), and Vico del Gargano.The list of
Borghi autentici includes Mattinata (another town of the Gargano), Minervino Murge and Bitetto in
Terra di Bari, Melpignano in the Grecìa Salentina, and the “Consorzio intercomunale del Capo” of
Santa Maria di Leuca. Apulia also boasted six Bandiere arancioni in 2010, again featuring the Daunian
Sub-Apennine that displays Apulia’s less well-known and less Mediterranean aspects with Sant’Agata di
Puglia, Orsara, Alberona and Pietramontecorvino, besides Cisternino and Alberobello.
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Nardò (Le)
After Lecce, this is the second-largest
city of the province. A historical rival of
the chief town, it is famous both for the
traditional embroideries and its elegant
Baroque town centre. The main sights
include the Monastero di Santa Chiara,
the Chiesa di San Domenico built in
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The Baroque

A

longside the Romanesque, the Baroque is the other attraction of Apulia’s
architecture, thanks to which the city of Lecce is also known as the «Florence of the
South ».The soft stone used in the artful decorations of churches, convents, private
palaces takes its name from the very city of Lecce (“pietra leccese”). Although the ideal
scenery of the Baroque was the church, there are also fine examples of civil architecture.
What went lost in the unimaginable richness of the interiors of aristocratic palaces is still
attested by the lavish exterior decorations on balconies, windows and main entrance doors.
The roots of Apulian Baroque lie in a particular taste for a redundant decoration and
ornamentation that ends up prevailing over the structure itself. The very famous church of
Santa Croce in Lecce is a real feast of garlands, festoons, leaves, flowers and fruits of all kinds,
overflowing and almost suspended midair. The soul and magic of the Apulian Baroque is this
architectural absurdity, where the decorations are so rich and flashy to overcome the very
rules of architecture.

SanSevero

Foggia

Mare Adriatico

Barletta
Bari
Conversano
Putignano
Taranto

Monopoli
Martina Franca
Brindisi
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av i ta na
c
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Fra Fon

Lecce
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Nardò
Gallipoli

Galatina
Galatone

Lecce, the façade of Basilica di Santa
Croce

The locations of the most
well-known Baroque
monuments in Apulia
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Lecce,
Santa Croce
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Lecce
One would expect Lecce to be a stiff
and gaudy town, whereas its charm is
on the contrary rather plain and fine. It
is worthwhile starting the route at Porta
Rudiae and then follow the road across the
Baroque town leading to the monumental
entrance gate of the enclosed cathedral’s
square (Piazza del Duomo).
An ideal scenery still reflecting the
religious and worldly rituals it framed in
the past appears in front of us, made up of
Palazzo del Seminario, the bishop’s
palace and the cathedral itself.
This only apparently unitary view is,
instead, the result of a centuries-long
stratification. A similar grandeur can be
perceived viewing the Convent of the
Celestini or standing in front of the
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true lady:

Basilica of Santa Croce. The massive
front of the two buildings is marked by a
parade of decorations with impressively
strong chiaroscuro effects that transform
the windows’ contours into shining and
whirling frames.
Martina Franca’s Elegance
Pearl of the Valle d’Itria, Martina
Franca’s old centre enclosed within the city
walls is a human-scale pedestrian area with a
peaceful atmosphere.
Here, the magic of Baroque can spread
freely, made of music, theatre and an
amazing scenery. Its most representative
monuments are the Ducal Palace and the
collegiate church of San Martino, but
the whole old town offers pleasant sites with

The Valle d’Itria Festival The music once played and sung in the halls of the ducal
palace keeps being performed each year during the famous Festival della Valle d’Itria, and even if now
the stage design is modern, the setting is not less impressive. The first edition of the festival took place
in 1975, and since then it has been staging yet unpublished works and rarely performed pieces. The
programme covers three weeks between July and August and features rediscovered works, forgotten
masterpieces of the rich European and Italian opera repertoires, famous musical interpretations as well
as the performances of young singers and celebrated artists (http://www.festivaldellavalleditria.it).
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Taranto, Baroque Glory between the
Two Seas
Most of the ancient Apulian churches
underwent deep changes during the 17th
and 18th centuries. As the plain medieval
look had become outdated, they were
restored following the new trends, with
the aim to make them somewhat more
“modern” and sumptuous. Among these
transformations we find Taranto’s
cathedral dedicated to San Cataldo.
Founded at the end of the 11th century, it
was radically transformed mainly during the
18th century.
The whole façade was redone in a
Baroque style. At the same time, as an
enlargement of the original chapel, the
spectacular Cappellone di San Cataldo
was added, an excellent example of
Neapolitan Baroque, rich in inlaid marbles
and decorated with frescoes by Paolo De
Matteis.

Barletta, Painter De Nittis’s
Hometown
Della Marra palace in Barletta is
the only example of a truly Baroque civil
building in Terra di Bari (today holding
the prestigious “De Nittis” picture gallery).
Though at first sight it could appear quite
severe, the front features a continuous frieze
of spirals and dancing cupids intermingled
with the letters composing the name of
the founders (very much like on the façade
of Santa Croce in Lecce). This type of
exuberant decoration with cupids, flowers,
fruits, garlands, allegories, masks and
festoons as well as the use of soft stone were
inspired by Salento examples. Particularly
impressive is the loggia that faces the sea,
decorated with bas-reliefs and sculptures
depicting allegories of Vanity, Abundance,
Life and Death, Music and Strength.

Martina Franca (Taranto), aristocratic palace
Taranto, cathedral, Cappellone di San Cataldo
Barletta, Palazzo Della Marra
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numerous palaces featuring superb wrought
iron balconies, large decorated doors and
sinuous motives marking windows, loggias,
brackets, festoons and scrolls.
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Castles, Residences and Walled Cities

B

esides the cathedrals, the other most typical image of this region is given by its
castles. Built mainly in the Middle Ages, these castles rose in close relationship to
the rebirth of cities. They are to be found either at the margin of villages or in
dominating positions, though at times as well rather isolated at some distance from the
urban centres.
Most of the castles of Capitanata and Terra di Bari date back to the Norman-Swabian age
and are mainly situated within the cities. There are also castles and fortifications of the
Renaissance period. In those days, dangers and threats came mainly from the sea, while
feudatories, counts, princes and dukes were beginning to open their homes to pleasures and
idleness, leaving room for imagination to unfold. For these reasons, strategic outposts got
partially transformed by local feudatories, who added more residential details. The strictness
of the fortified structure was enriched by elements that still reflect the cultural climate and
the taste of the local courts of those days.
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Leonessa (Tower of the Lioness)

gallipoli

Corigliano

The locations of the most important Apulian
castles
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Puglia i castelli
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La Capitanata
The shape of the inner courtyard
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A Journey between the Real and the
Imaginary Worlds
Let us now imagine an ideal journey
across Apulia from the north to the south,
halting at the most famous fortified
buildings. Those who love the groovy
charm of castles and like dreaming of
the fears of a not too legendary past, can
stop by at Lucera, with the inexpugnable
fortified citadel of the Saracen city, or
can visit Monte Sant’Angelo, with its
powerful fortress overlooking the town
of the Archangel. Another option would
be that of going to Manfredonia, where
the building of the castle offered shelter
to the populations that had fled after the
fall of the ancient Siponto, or climbing
up to Bovino, where the residence of the
dukes of Guevara dominates a fascinating
landscape formerly populated by brigands.
Incredibly fortified outposts are the castles
of Barletta, perfectly reflecting its defensive
character, the one of Trani, looking onto
the sea just opposite the cathedral, that of
Bari, actually consisting of two separate
castles fitted into each other, memories
of the two queens that ruled a flourishing

court during the Renaissance. In the same
area surrounding Bari, the castle of Gioia
del Colle is certainly worthwhile a visit,
looking like the sublime symbol of the very
Middle Ages, like that of Conversano,
which had an ill fame under the Altavilla
family, and became rather elegant and
sophisticated at the time of the Acquaviva
d’Aragona princes. In Brindisi, two castles
were built to control the port estuary. In
Oria, instead, the castle was built over the
ancient Messapian acropolis and features
a huge drill ground able to hold over five
thousand men. The Spanish castle in Lecce
rises in its whole stateliness from the centre
of the city, introducing us to the southern
Salento. In this same region, the ideal city of
Acaja was designed and built according to
the latest principles of military architecture
of those days. The castle of Otranto built
after the terrible massacre of 1480, still
Conversano (Bari), the castle
Opposite: Castel del Monte (BAT)
Gioia del Colle (Bari), partial view of the
courtyard of the Swabian castle
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reminds us of the long centuries of threats
by the Turks along these coasts. The same
resistance had to be opposed by the castle of
Corigliano, later turned into a blooming
court, and is still attested by the long series
of watchtowers dotting the entire coast of
the Salento. The whole town of Gallipoli
is surrounded by water, and protected by
a castle placed like a watchdog on the side
facing the mainland. Similarly, the city of
Taranto is still nowadays watched by its
inexpugnable fortress rising between the
open sea and the bay.
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The Imperial Crown on the Murge:
Castel del monte
Castel del Monte, situated in the
surroundings of Andria on the top of one
of the Murge hills, solitary and fascinating,
is an absolute must for visitors. It is a
mysterious castle resembling a sumptuous
residence and traditionally ascribed to

Frederick of Hohenstaufen, although there
is no certainty about his really having lived
there. The castle is particularly famous for its
evocative power. In fact, the whole castle is
built following a pattern constantly related
to the number eight: Its shape is octagonal,
it is framed by eight towers and both the
ground and the first floor hold eight rooms.
About eight centuries have passed now
since the times of Frederick (born in Jesi
in 1194 and died in Castel Fiorentino, in
Capitanata, in 1250). It is thanks to him that
the building has taken the shape of a sort
of lay temple, the meaningful symbol of the
imperial power that should also represent its
pretence of eternity.

Taranto, the castle
Opposite: Trani, the castle
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Acaya (Lecce), castle, the round north-east keep

During the 20 Session that took place in
Merida (Mexico) in 1996, Castel del Monte
was included in the heritage protected by
the UNESCO (United Nations Educational
Scientific and Cultural Organization). The
Committee explained its decision with a series
of cultural criteria and in consideration of the
“exceptional universal value of the site given
its formal perfection and harmonious blending
of cultural elements from Northern Europe,
the Eastern world and classical antiquity. Castel
del Monte is a unique masterpiece of medieval
military architecture, expression of its builder
Frederick II of Hohenstaufen.”
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The Castles Today
Today, many of the Apulian castles host
social events, museums and temporary
exhibitions, offering further reasons to
be visited. The castle of Bari holds a
very interesting collection of plaster casts,
with more than 200 reproductions of
Apulian monumental sculptures dated to
the period between the 11th and the 16th

Bari, the castle

centuries. It is also the venue of temporary
exhibitions at international level. In Gioia
del Colle, the Swabian castle in the centre
of the town accommodates the National
Archaeological Museum. Similarly, the one
in Manfredonia displays the fascinating
and mysterious Daunian steles. The castle
of Acaya, restored a short time ago, hosts
exhibitions, shows, festivals and concerts
according to an events calendar regularly
promoted by the Town of Vernole and the
Province of Lecce. The castle of Barletta
holds the Town Museum, which includes
a section of archaeology (vases, coins,
bronzes), one of sculptures of the Middle
Ages (with the famous bust of Frederick II of
Hohenstaufen), and a beautiful picture gallery,
despite the moving to Palazzo Della Marra
of the collection of famous local painter De
Nittis, which was donated to the city by
Léontine Gruville, wife of the artist died in
1884. Lecce’s castle includes a library, the

Art

The Evolution of the Castles
The castle of Ceglie Messapica, situated
on one of the two main hills of the town,
preserves no longer the severe appearance of
a fortress except for its old square tower. On
the whole, the building looks rather like a
proper ducal residential mansion. Originally,
Francavilla Fontana’s castle was only a
square tower, too, surrounded by defensive
walls and a moat. Only later on, at the
beginning of the 18th century, the building
was rearranged by the Imperiali family to
look like it does today. They bought the
entire town of Francavilla in 1572 and are
remembered as a family of patrons fond
of hunting, music, luxuries and arts. In
Martina Franca, Raimondello Orsini
had built a castle in 1388; the Caracciolo

Copertino (Lecce), castle, the portal

dukes, among the most prominent families
of the Neapolitan aristocracy, took over the
town in 1507 and erected the grand ducal
palace in 1668. Thus, the old mansion was
transformed following the new directives
dictated by the late Mannerism and early
Baroque styles: a high Baroque façade
formed by two floors, marked by pilasters
and divided by a continuous balcony with
an iron banister, very typical of the local
Baroque. The main floor holds several
large halls fully covered by the paintings of
Domenico Carella and his school (the Bible
Hall, the Myth Hall and the Arcadian Hall).
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historical archives and various temporary
exhibitions. The ducal palace of Martina
Franca, built by the Caracciolo family,
offers the background to the operas staged
during the internationally famous “Festival
della Valle d’Itria”.
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Gargano National Park, a
“trabucco”, typical local fishing
device, near Vieste
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One might think that a region with eight hundred kilometres of
shoreline would just mean the perfect place for relaxing beach holidays.
It cannot be denied, of course, that Apulia’s geographical location, its
physical and orographic features and its mild climate provide ideal
conditions for travellers from regions with harsher weather, thus
appearing to them as a land where the colours of nature are bright
and lively throughout the year. However, the Nature of Apulia also
includes unexpected landscapes, stretches of land where the horizon
line changes shape without ever disappearing completely, whether
formed by sand dunes or rocks, lush woods or wheat fields as far as
the eye can see, rolling meadows or rocky hills, silent lagoons and
underground caves, where the atmosphere is filled with magic and the
collective imaginary revives ancient legends populated with ghosts.
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The Sea and the Coast
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Gargano, the beach of Vignanotica
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he sea is by no doubt an essential feature of the landscape of this region marked by
an exceptionally long coastline and a shape resembling a bridge towards the East,
situated between the Ionian and the Adriatic Seas. The coast is greatly varied, at times
high and steep, then becoming once more low and sandy. The uninterrupted presence of
watchtowers along the whole shoreline highlights its vulnerability. They are now deserted
but were built in the Middle Ages to control the sea, the origin of daily threats.
The northern coast with the lakes of Lesina and Varano displays a quite unusual lagoon
scenery. An extended sandy area between San Menaio and Rodi introduces the harsh
Gargano. It is dotted with dazzling white and high cliffs, with the small typical “trabucchi”,
local fishing devices, hanging from their tops. Fine sand beaches stretch below Peschici
and Vieste. Then, approaching Mattinata, little coves often to be reached only by boat are
guarded by huge stacks and smaller cliffs hardly emerging from the water, scattered here and
there as if they had been thrown down by invisible giants. For some kilometres south of
Manfredonia the coast finally follows a straight line.
At a certain point, it is suddenly interrupted by a glittering white salt expanse looking
almost like a lunar landscape. This is the area of Margherita di Savoia, where sea, sun and
soil have created mountains of crystals that shine like diamonds. This quite surreal landscape
originated from the drainage of a brackish lake that was patiently transformed by man into
an enormous open-air salt production facility.
The water drawn out of the sea naturally evaporates generating every day new crystal dunes.
This environment has become the habitat of thousands of aquatic birds that can be watched
in spectacular flight exhibitions. From there onwards, the coast runs smoothly towards the
Salento, interspersed for short stretches with low cliffs, small bays and promontories often
turned into ports in the course of the centuries by a population that considered the sea their
vital source for survival. South of Brindisi begins the Salento coast, which runs past pristine
desert protuberances and sudden green stretches to Italy’s easternmost cape in Otranto.
From there it’s a short way down to Leuca, the tip of the Italian boot’s heel and the exact
meeting point between the Adriatic and the Ionian Seas, a place conveying the impression
of having arrived at “the end of the world”, on the edge of our known reality. Once
rounded the cape of Leuca, the sandy coast begins again, passing Ugento and Gallipoli,
Porto Cesareo and Campomarino, and reaching as far as Taranto and beyond the regional
borders past Ginosa and Castellaneta.
Along the eight hundred kilometres of this heterogeneous coast, the rockiest and harshest
stretches open up with unexpected caves and indentations, at times hidden by a vegetation
that falls sheer down to the sea.
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The Watchtowers
The watch towers along the coast were
initially erected in the 16th century during
the reign of Charles V. They were part of
a control system that, in case of incursions
from the sea, helped to spread the alarm
for emergency defence. They are made of
local stone (usually “pietra di Lecce”), and
their shape is either cylindrical or that of
a truncated pyramid. The towers consisted
of two floors and fire was lit on the top to
signal dangers. Placed at an average distance
of three kilometres from each other, they
dot all of Italy’s southern coasts. They
are still visible along most of the Apulian
shoreline, and especially those in the Salento
display mostly intact structures.

Top: Torre Guaceto (Brindisi)
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Bottom: Polignano, San Vito (Bari)
Opposite: the coast in the area of Porto Badisco,
south of Otranto (Lecce)
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Torre Guaceto
Age-old olive trees, Mediterranean
maquis, cane thickets and tall sand
dunes form the scenery of the stunning
national reserve of Torre Guaceto north
of Brindisi, whose name derives from
the ancient watchtower located on the
shore. Stubbornly saved from overbuilding,
this 7-kilometre-long stretch of pristine
coast and its picturesque landscape cover
approximately 1000 hectares of land
and a freshwater marsh populated by an
exceptionally varied land and marine fauna.
Several different waterfowl species inhabit
these wetlands and ponds along the sand
dunes, such as little grebes, moorhens, little
bitterns, water rails, reed warblers, great reed
warblers, and the extremely rare moustached
warbler.
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Porto Cesareo
South of Gallipoli begins the “Riviera”
of Nardò with the seaside resorts of Santa
Maria al Bagno, famous for its spa and
the ancient Roman harbour, and Santa
Caterina, protected by Torre dell’Alto that

dominates it from the cliff called Dirupo
della Dannata, and by the seventeenthcentury tower bearing its name.
An interesting trip through this area leads
to the Nature Reserve of Porto Selvaggio
which includes the caves of Capelvenere
and Uluzzo. Reminding us of past threats
and dangers, here, too, appear the typical
watchtowers lining the Apulian coasts.
From Torre Inserraglio, Torre Sant’Isidoro
and Torre Squillace in the municipal district
of Nardò, to the superb Torre Porto Cesareo
and Torre Chianca the shoreline is deeply
indented and broken by small coves and
bays with crystal-clear water. Today Porto
Cesareo is a well-equipped tourist resort. In
front of its 17 kilometres of beaches with
beautiful lidos lies an archipelago of tiny
islands, the best-known of which is Isola dei
Conigli.

Vieste (Foggia)

Nature

Vieste
The tourist capital of the Gargano
peninsula clings to a rocky headland already
visible from far away when approaching the
town along the coastal road from Mattinata.
Vieste is a perfect starting point for tours to
the many sea caves of the surroundings.
A huge limestone monolith called

Pizzomunno (“the tip of the world”) rises
dramatically from the sea just opposite the
town’s long beach as if it was there to guard
it, while interesting traces of the past are
to be found in the historic town centre
including the cathedral and the castle.
Polignano
The picturesque old town district
overlooking steep breathtaking cliffs that
are 30 metres high is particular interesting
in relation both to environmental and
architectural aspects.
Built right on the cliffs’ edge, the houses
appear from the sea like a compact front
resembling a tall wall.
The erosion of the sea has carved many
spectacular grottoes into the cliffs, like the
famous Grotta Palazzese, provided with a
spacious artificial balcony (access from Via
Narciso 59), and other smaller but similarly
fascinating caves that can be reached only by
boat. According to the old local fishermen,

Peschici (Foggia)
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Peschici
Perched high on a rocky hilltop, Peschici
dominates one of Italy’s most beautiful
bays. Here the coast is dotted with grottoes
where the green of the Aleppo pines is
reflected in the clear blue of the sea, but also
with several ancient watchtowers built to
protect the shores from Turkish forays. The
town with its whitewashed houses and the
traditional fishing devices called trabucchi has
always been a favourite destination among
British travellers.
Peschici’s old district called the “Recinto
baronale” is surrounded by the ancient city
walls and overlooked by the castle built at
the very tip of the rocky spur “Le Ripe”, a
protected area that falls sheer to the sea.
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the small island opposite the rocky spur is
called Scoglio dell’Eremita (Hermit’s Cliff)
in memory of a saint monk who had come
to live there a solitary and contemplative
life, which he apparently did not quite
succeed in, distracted as he was by the
incredible beauty of the place.

Monopoli
This is the southernmost port of Terra
di Bari, for centuries among the most
important since the days of the Crusades.
The town’s busy art life and lively cultural
scene – lasting to the present day – as well
as the recurrent destructions at the hands
of the Turks and Venetians actually almost
erased any ancient and medieval traces
setting off the additions of the Renaissance
and Baroque, instead. The city is surrounded
by long stretches of sandy beaches with
well-equipped lidos that animate the days
and nights of the bathing season.

Otranto
This is Italy’s easternmost city, where
the sun rises earlier than anywhere else in
the country. Its cathedral still filled with
the thousand tales narrated by its famous
mosaic, the stone-paved streets of the old
town district echoing the pattering of feet,
the narrow alleys leading down to the
sea, the dazzling Mediterranean light, the
granite balls of the Saracen bombards, the
walk along the ramparts, they all seem to
reflect the words of Roberto Cotroneo:
Otranto is a “fallen star enclosing the
whole universe, its everyday life as well
as the great events of history, where time
does not pass and everything seems to be
connected, where it’s easy to run into the
ghosts of the past and where everybody
knows to be in a special place, where time
is a curve and not a straight line, and by
curving into itself it closes up on itself. “
The Cinque Vele (“Five Sails”) awarded by
Legambiente (Italian association for the
protection of the environment) to the city
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Monopoli (Bari)
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Castro
The municipal district of Castro, a
picturesque little town of the lower
Adriatic perched on a high cliff dropping
sheer to the sea, includes the famous and
atmospheric Grotta Zinzulusa, called after
the stalactites and stalagmites it is rich
in and which resemble zinzuli, namely
hanging rags in the local dialect. Extremely
interesting prehistoric finds were discovered
inside the cave. The grotto can be reached
through a sort of path dug into the rock
at the feet of the tall cliffs. At high tide it
becomes flooded with water so that the
cave can then only be reached by boat.

Leuca
Visiting the Salento without having been
to Santa Maria di Leuca is like missing
an important masterpiece when visiting a
museum. Its headland offers a spectacular
view over the meeting of two seas. The
basilica de finibus terrae conveys the feeling
of being at the world’s very edge. Beautiful
gardens surround the nineteenth-century
villas built in an eclectic style that blends
Art Nouveau and Moresque features along
the spacious seaside promenade lined with
oleanders. Fishing boats set sail every day
from the well-equipped harbour of Leuca,
but also boats taking tourists to the many
grottoes (Grotta dei Giganti, Grotta del
Presepio, Grotta del Diavolo, Grotta del
Drago) that dot its shoreline.

Otranto (Lecce)
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in 2010 are the proper acknowledgement
of its commitment to the protection and
promotion of its environmental heritage
and its beaches (Approdo di Enea, Baia
dell’Orte, Le Piscine di Santa Cesarea,
Spiaggia degli Alimini).
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Parks and Reserves
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pulia’s natural parks, reserves and protected areas are a unique heritage of biodiversity
in Italy. Since 1995, a large part of the promontory of Gargano, the two lakes of Lesina
and Varano and the marine reserve of the Tremiti islands form a National Park covering
a total area of over 120,000 hectares. Given the peculiarity and variety of this coast, this
operation of conservation was definitely necessary in order to preserve what could be called
a true paradise. Embracing kilometres of wild and indented coastlines, a fascinating variety
of natural habitats marks the area, such as lakes, caves, sinkholes, cane thickets, sand dunes,
Aleppo pine forests and rounded tops that reach altitudes of even one thousand metres. Along
the lake sides of Lesina and Varano, there are numerous different types of birds that come to
nest, while the waters are teeming with eels. The eastern side of Lesina’s lagoon characterized
by beautiful dunes, covered with pine trees, cane thickets and Mediterranean scrub has been
a natural reserve since 1981. Apulia’s second National Park has been established much more
recently (2004). Called Parco Nazionale dell’Alta Murgia, it includes 13 municipal districts and
pursues the purpose of protecting the environmental and cultural heritage of the Murgia, an
area populated by farmers and shepherds. Other protected areas include the WWF reserve of
Cesine situated along the road leading from Lecce to San Cataldo and Otranto and established
in 1977 as a natural reserve for animal reproduction. It is one of the most interesting wet areas
of the region, covering 600 hectares of Mediterranean scrub and offering to the most diverse
bird species – among them herons – a safe wintering place.

isole Tremiti
Parco nazionale isola di Varano
del gargano
ischitella
Palude Frattarolo
lago di lesina Sfilzi
Falascone (Monte Sant’angelo)
Foresta umbra
(Monte Sant’angelo)
Monte Barone (Mattinata)
Masseria Combattenti
Saline di Margherita di Savoia
(Trinitapoli)
il Monte
(Cerignola)

Mare Adriatico

Parco dell’alta Murgia
Murge orientali
(Martina Franca)
Stornara
(Massafra)

Torre guaceto
le Cesine
San Cataldo
(lecce)
Porto Cesareo
National Park
Natural Reserve
Marine Protected Area

Torre Guaceto (Brindisi), marine protected area

Apulia’s most interesting sites in terms of
environment and nature
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Gargano National Park
The establishment of this park has
contributed towards rising the level of
protection of the territory and the creation
of the Tremiti’s marine reserve. The
Tremiti archipelago, already included in
the park, accounts for an extremely rich
marine population and a quite big colony
of Yelkouan and Cory’s shearwaters (the
famous diomedea).
The Foresta Umbra, the green heart of
the park that covers around 15000 hectares,
is a fascinating forest of beeches and Turkey
oaks, hornbeams, maple, yew trees and holly.
It is populated by wild cats and boars, roe
deer, badgers and by an avifauna including
woodpeckers, buzzards, kestrels and sparrow

hawks. Rangers supervise the park the
whole year round; in summer, its wellequipped nature trails make it a popular
destination for hikers and tourists from
nearby seaside resorts.
The Tremiti Islands Marine Reserve
The small archipelago of the Tremiti
Islands is situated about twenty kilometres
off the northern coast of the Gargano. It
is formed by the little limestone islands of
San Nicola, San Domino, Cretaccio

Opposite: the island of San Nicola, part of the
Tremiti archipelago
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Map with the locations of
Gargano’s sea caves. The
numerous caves along the coast
of Gargano between Vieste and
Mattinata were given often funny
and evocative names by the local
population. Boat tours are offered
by fishermen to visit the caves.
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and Capraia. These islands feature a
picturesque natural landscape, due to the
presence of bays and caves of unique beauty
and to a typically Mediterranean vegetation
dominated by Aleppo pines that almost
entirely cover the island of San Domino.
The evocative power of the islands is once
more reinforced by the presence of the
shearwaters, birds that are very similar to
seagulls.
Their melancholic chant reminds of a
human wailing. Legend has it that they are
Diomedes’s travelling companions, turned
into birds by fate and bound to mourn
eternally for their lost companion.
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Alta Murgia National Park
The Park’s emblem depicts the lesser
kestrel (Falco naumanni), a bird mostly
populating towers and belfries and feeding
on grasshoppers. The Park encompassing the
High Murgia was founded in 2004 as Italy’s
first “Rural Park”.
Its purpose is that of protecting the
natural ecosystem as well as the historical
heritage and the economic conditions
created by human beings in this area across
the centuries, hence offering prospects for a
sustainable and lasting growth.
The park covers an area of 70,000
hectares and includes 13 municipal districts
(Altamura, Andria, Bitonto, Cassano Murge,
Corato, Gravina in Puglia, Grumo Appula,
Minervino Murge, Poggiorsini, Ruvo di
Puglia, Santeramo in Colle, Spinazzola,
Toritto), as well as a greatly varied wild
flora and fauna, forests, woods and karst
phenomena; its rocky landscape is marked
by human presence in the form of rural,
urban and cave settlements, thus enclosing
within its boundaries and absolutely unique
system that can be defined a true civilization
of its own.

The Lagoons
On the northern coast of the Gargano
we find the lakes of Lesina and Varano;
despite being called lakes, they are actually
lagoons directly connected to the sea. The
elongated “lake” of Lesina, running parallel
to the coast, originated through the deposits
of the river Fortore. Its water is actually salty
because it communicates with the sea and
the lakebed is low and marshy. The “lake” of
Varano, instead, on the other side of Monte
d’Elio, is separated from the sea by a tongue
of sand called the Island. It was formed by
the sediments left by the sea water. The lake
holds freshwater thanks to the presence of
numerous underground springs.

The Wetlands of Frattarolo
Some of the last marshes in the region
can be found along the stretch of coastline
running from Manfredonia to the mouth of
the river Ofanto. Among them, the mouth
of the torrent Candelaro (Natural Reserve
Palude Frattarolo), and the area of former
lake Salso. Both of these areas are now
part of the National Park of the Gargano.
The territory is populated all year round
by a large number of water birds, among
them many ducks, such as teals, whistle
ducks, garganeys, mallards and pochards.
In addition, there are coots, grebes,
marsh harriers, water hens, penduline tits,
bearded tits, kingfishers and herons of
all the different species. The Frattarolo
marsh is marked by its low bog, where
salicornia, tamarisks and bulrushes grow.
This vegetation conveys the area a quite
primordial look, probably similar to what
it must have looked like at the times of
Frederick II.
In these marshes, it may easily happen to
observe stilts, spoonbills, leeches, cranes and
storks, too.

Nature

finds associated with fishing and seafaring
activities, iconographic and cartographic
documents, explanatory panels regarding
the systems for the collecting, transportation
and processing of the salt, relief maps of the
area of the ancient saltworks.

Alta Murgia National Park, Poggiorsini (Bari)
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The Saltworks of Margherita di Savoia
The whole area of the saltworks of
Margherita di Savoia, which also includes
the plain of ancient Siponto and its
marshes, is today an internationally famous
marshland covering almost 4000 hectares
and managed by the corps of forest
rangers since 1977. It is a true paradise for
flamingos, avocets, stilt plovers, widgeons,
shovellers, coots, shelducks, herons,
spoonbills, little terns, slender-billed gulls,
and Mediterranean gulls. The local Museo
Storico della Salina (Historical Museum
of the Saltworks) displays a wide range
of objects from the past of this industry
sector, like machines and tools for the
collecting, transportation and processing
of the salt. The Museum also holds other
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The Murgia and Its Ravines
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Altamura (Bari), caves in the Pulo
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he dry and rocky Murgia extends all the way towards the borders with Basilicata
and almost as far as the port of Taranto. This territory, like the rest of the region,
is extremely rich in history but forms a harsh contrast with other parts of Apulia
because here the endless olive groves and orchards yield to the grey and blue of the sky
and the rocks, making it a quite melancholic place. It was a genuine inhabitant of this area,
Tommaso Fiore, native of Altamura, who defined this region a “desert”. In fact, there are
only very few trees that signal the presence of a settlement. On the whole, this plateau
results extremely bare, dominated by stones and rocks. It is especially in summer that it
bursts with flowers into thousand of colours. This rather lunar landscape has quite a lot in
common with the neighbouring region Basilicata. They share the same harshness and show
the same wounds left by the phenomena of water erosion: ravines, “puli” (sudden large and
round hollows) and “lame” (dry riverbeds).The population, though, adapted to this habitat
and built settlements in these gorges as an alternative to towns. While the surface remained
mainly a rocky desert, almost impossible to be tilled, the subsoil was able to yield the wealth
that supported the forming of large farm towns (like Gravina and Altamura).
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Altamura
Situated in a dominating position on a
plateau of the western Murge hills, Altamura
is a large town with an economy mainly
based on farming and industry. Its old
core is marked by the megalithic walls of
the ancient Peucetian settlement and the
soaring bell towers of its cathedral, wellblended into the neat nineteenth-century
district and well-preserved despite the
town’s growth. The surroundings dotted
with many caves and ravines are full of the
traces of early settlements (the prehistoric
hamlet of Pisciulo) and the remains of
medieval buildings (the crypt pf Carpentino
with traces of frescoes, and the cave church
under Masseria Jesce). Sinkholes are among
the typical karst phenomena marking this
calcareous soil and widespread in this area,
namely hollows formed by the breaking
up of the rock caused by the erosion of
rainwater. Among Apulia’s largest sinkholes
are the Pulo di Altamura with a diameter of
500 metres and a depth of 75 metres, and

the Pulicchio di Gravina situated north of this
town in direction of Corato and measuring
400 metres in width and 90 metres in depth.
Gravina
The very name of this large farming
town built on the edge of a deep ravine
(that’s the meaning of the word gravina)
reveals the identity of this place, also
reminding us of the effects of water erosion
on karst soil. Here caves can be as big as a
basilica – like in the case of the cave church
dedicated to San Michele – or shaped like
an oratory, as that of the Cripta di San Vito
Vecchio, a crypt reproduced at the local
museum. Like many other cities of the cave
settlement area, Gravina features interesting
traces of the communities that populated
this area during the High Midlle Ages,

Gravina in Puglia (Bari)

Nature

Laterza
This town founded a long time ago
is situated in the area of cave settlements
overlooking the ravine bearing the same
name, one of the largest of the region. The
gully winds for ten kilometres through a
landscape quite similar to that of American
canyons, whose harshness is mitigated
by hundreds of hectares of woods and
Mediterranean scrub and which reaches at
some points the depth of over 200 metres.
Among the many caves turned into
buildings and dwellings dotting the town,
one of the most peculiar is the seventeenthcentury Cantina spagnola, unique in its kind
not as much from the architectural point

of view as for its interior decoration; in
fact, it is the only cave in which frescoes
(whether depicting sacred or secular
subjects) are to be found side by side with
high-relief sculptures, not all of which are
well-preserved, though. The place probably
was originally meant as a place of worship,
transformed for more profane purposes at a
later time (“cantina” means also wineshop).

The surroundings of Laterza (Taranto)
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for example the old district of Civita on
the ravine’s very edge, and the interesting
historic town centre marked mainly by the
typical vernacular architecture but also rich
in numerous medieval and Renaissance
buildings.
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Valle d’Itria

E

ast of Taranto, the Ionian side of Salento meets the gentle foothills of the Murgia
called Valle d’Itria. This fertile landscape of vineyards and cultivated fields is dotted
with the cones of the “trulli”, sometimes rising isolated and sometimes gathered
in clusters. These little farmhouses are perfectly whitewashed with lime, resembling a
dazzling snowfall uniformly covering every building. Cascades of flowers framing windows
and hanging down from the terraces and balconies form a pretty contrast against the
whitewashed background. The area features old towns of a superb elegance such as those
of Martina Franca, Locorotondo, Alberobello, Ostuni and rural hamlets dominated by the
presence of “trulli”, as well as a great number of “masserie”, as the beautiful old manors
are called. In the area of Castellana, where deep caves and long passages wind their way
underground for more than two kilometres, water – so scarce above ground – has taken
thousands of years to build up an astonishing landscape made of stalagmites and stalactites.
These caves carry names as charming as their beauty: the Black cave, the huge caves of the
Monuments and of the Owl, the Angels’passage, the Alabaster Waterfall cave, the Altar’s cave,
the Enchanted Corner and finally the wonderful White cave.

Mare Adriatico
Monopoli
Castellana grotte
Putignano
noci
Fasano
alberobello
Cisternino
ostuni
locorotondo
Martina F.
Ceglie M.
Villa Castelli

Ostuni (Brindisi), whitewashed
houses and city walls

The twelve Towns of the district
of Valle d’Itria
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The Caves of Castellana
This itinerary of almost three kilometres
runs at a depth of about 70 metres. The
temperature varies between 11° and 15°C,
while the humidity is high, with peaks
in some stretches up to 90% and even
saturation. These are the “figures” of Italy’s
largest karst caves, the caves of Castellana
which were discovered in 1938 by Lodiborn speleologist Franco Anelli. The origin
of such a spectacular underground landscape
lies in the properties of the karst territory.
The soil swallows the meteoric water
(which is therefore totally missing on the
surface) conveying it into underground
rivers that still nowadays (about 200 metres
below the visitors’ feet) keep carving their
way towards the sea.

Castellana (Bari), the caves

The Grave, the huge chasm leading to the
stunning karst system, in the middle of which
rises the colossal stalagmite group of the
Cyclopes (Ciclopi), measures 60 metres in
depth, 50 in width and 100 in length.

The Colonne d’Ercole (Pillars of Hercules) form
the entrance to the Caverna Nera (Black Cavern),
named this way because of a fungus coating its
walls, or Caverna della Lupa (Cave of the Shewolf),
because of a formation calling to mind the
Roman she-wolf.

The largest, 40-metre-tall cavern is called
Caverna dei Monumenti (Monument Cave)
because of the stalagmite groups rising from
the ground, resembling huge statues.
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Guided tour through
the Caves of Castellana

After the branch of Piccolo
Paradiso (Little Heaven), one
reaches the Caverna dell’Altare
(Altar Cave), named this way
because of the tall and slender
stalagmites resembling candles.

Caverna del Precipizio (Cave of the Precipice) is
the last stop of the short cave itinerary. Behind it,
more caves lead to the Caverna della Fonte (Cave
of the Spring), from where a passage branches off
on one side.

Corridoio dell’Angelo (Angel’s Passage) leads to the Caverna della Civetta
(Cavern of the Little Owl), where the shape of this bird is recognizable at the
foot of a stalagmite group. Not far from it stands the Presepe (Nativity Scene).

Nature

The Corridoio del Deserto (Desert Passage) is
a huge underground gorge with tall rock walls,
which stretches for 450 metres following a
cleanly-cut fracture line.

C

The large Caverna della Colonna Rovesciata (Cave of the
Overturned Column), also known as the Tower of Pisa, is marked
by a huge tilted stalagmite, whose top lies on the ground. Not far
from it lies the Laghetto di Cristalli (Lake of Crystals).
The last stop offers an unprecedented view,
the Grotta Bianca (White Cave), an
alabaster shrine well deserving the
definition of “the brightest cave in the
world”.
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The Corridoio Rosso (Red Corridor)
owes its name to a group of heavy alabaster
curtains situated at the entrance, tinged red
by the iron carried in suspension by the
dripping water.

Caverna della Cupola (Cave of the Dome) is a
huge cavity marked by an arched vault forming
a natural dome, with a semicircular formation
above the entrance called the Baldacchino
(Baldachin).
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The “Trulli”, Dry-stone Cathedrals
The “trullo”, a timeless rural building,
has always been associated with Apulia
as one of the most typical expressions of
its peasant soul. This type of building is
very widespread throughout the provinces
of Bari, Brindisi and Taranto, and finds

its absolute glorification in the town of
Alberobello. Essentially, a “trullo” is
formed by two basic elements. The first
is a central square space, covered by the
“Trulli” in Alberobello (Bari)

The “Trulli” Town Alberobello, the town made of “trulli”, is located in a territory heavily
exposed to the erosive action of meteoric water, above ground as well as underground. The stratified
limestone rocks are the fundamental building material of this construction that characterizes the
town and the whole surrounding area. Settlers were allured to this place in the 15th century by the
local landlord who needed hands to cultivate his estates.Violating the official code that forbade
vassals to build towns and villages without the permission of the king, a community settled here
in the days of count Giangirolamo Acquaviva d’Aragona. According to tradition, when the royal
inspections were announced, the count would order to dismantle the dry-stone buildings overnight
and temporarily evict its inhabitants. As soon as the royal inspectors left, the houses would be built
up again with the same quickness they had been torn down. The promotion of Alberobello to a royal
town took place in 1797 and marked the introduction of mortar in the construction of buildings.
Nonetheless, these timeless buildings, as old as the Mediterranean tradition, have not lost their charm.
Before the transformations of the past century the town was laid out following the axis of Via della
Chiesa (today Corso Vittorio Emanuele) and including the two districts of the so-called monumental
area entirely made up of trulli (over one thousand). Starting from Largo Martellotta the district called
rione Aia Piccola can be reached through Via Brigata Regina, while Via Monte Nero and Via
Duca d’Aosta lead to rione Monti. Rione Aia Piccola is the best-preserved part of the old area and
the one less affected by the tourist business. Series of trulli line Via Duca degli Abruzzi and Via Verdi;
walking from Piazza M. Pagano to Piazza XXIV Maggio one can see the old cluster of Case Pezzolla
on the right side – a typical eighteenth-century neighbourhood – and on the left side an old granary.
On Piazza del Popolo lies the little Casa D’Amore, the first house built after 1797, when the town
was liberated from feudal rule. The Trullo Sovrano, the largest of these typical buildings and the only
one featuring two levels, can be reached walking down Via del Gesù.
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A Ornamental pinnacle
B Carrózzola (round slab closing the cone-		
shaped roof at the top)
C Chiancarelle (stone roof tiles)
D Air space filled with debris
E Cannela (vault built with horizontally laid 		
rings having an upwards decreasing diameter)
F connected to a system meant to convey the 		
rainwater into the cistern
G Entrance
H Garret used as storeroom or for additional beds
I Alcove
L Cistern
VERTICAL CROSS SECTION OF A TRULLO

C
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so-called “false” dome which corresponds
on the outside to the a conical roof. The
second element are the additional rooms
looking onto the central hall and having
specific functions (such as kitchen and
bedrooms). From the outside, these parts
look like bulges connected with the central
cone.
The monumental area of Alberobello including
the districts called Monti and Aia Piccola and
forming an urban complex of considerable
interest in terms of layout and architecture has
been part of the world heritage protected by
UNESCO since 1996.
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Ostuni
This city offering one of the most typical
images of Apulia – it is actually known
as the “white town” – is located in an
exceptionally scenic position covering three
hilltops and marked by narrow alleys and
steep winding steps, standing out against
the surrounding landscape with its dazzling
whitewashed terraced houses arranged
around the original Messapian necropolis,
later replaced by the cathedral and the

bishop’s palace. The cathedral, a peculiar
building with an “Adriatic” flavour, displays
an elegant wavy profile and an impressive
rose window on the façade. Its construction
was completed in the second half of the
15th century. Like other notable buildings,
its distinction is marked also chromatically
through the rosy-brown colour of the
exposed ashlars.
Cisternino
Originally founded by the Messapians,
Cisternino offers a unique view with its
lights and shades, the whitewashed houses,
the trulli and the fortified farmhouses
called masserie. The town is surrounded by
a picturesque landscape that is particularly
charming in spring when the almond trees
blossom. The town is a maze of stone-paved
alleys and little squares, arched passageways,
steps and courtyards, filled with the
pattering of feet and silence. It is dominated
by the square Norman-Swabian tower and
the medieval Mother Church dedicated
to San Nicola di Bari, which holds a stone
Cisternino (Brindisi)
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Locorotondo
This picturesque little town perched on
a hilltop overlooks Valle d’Itria just opposite
Martina Franca. It owes its name to the
round layout of its streets and is marked by
whitewashed two or three-storey houses
with the typical local gable roofs. The true
attraction of Locorotondo is the historic
town centre offering picturesque views on
the valley below and throughout the narrow
alleys with hidden niches, little squares,
elegant miniature portals and charming
balconies full of flowers. Locorotondo is also
famous for one of the region’s most wellknown white D.O.C. wines, which bears its
name.

Noci
This large farming town is situated in a
charming location on the Murge plateau
at a higher altitude than the surrounding
cities north of the picturesque trulli district.
For this reason it has become part of the
Comunità Montana della Murgia barese (Italian
mountain districts established for the special
purpose of promoting and supporting these
usually underdeveloped areas). Noci features
a remarkable and well-preserved old district
and is surrounded by vast stretches of woods
where the most widespread species (90%)
is the Macedonian oak (Quercus troiana), a
definitely distinguishing feature from the
natural and environmental point of view. Its
municipal district includes the picturesque
little abbey church of Barsento located
at a distance of 6 km from the town on a
low hill overlooking a valley called Canale
di Pirro and dating – according to its
legendary origins – from the late 6th century.

Locorotondo (Bari)
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statue of a Virgin with Child by sixteenthcentury sculptor Stefano da Putignano.
Further sights include the late-Renaissance
bishop’s palace, the Palace of the Governor
with its triple balcony running along the
façade, and several smaller churches and
noble mansions.
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The “Masserie”

O

Opposite: a “masseria” in Capitanata
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ne of the most characteristic sights of the Apulian countryside is the “masseria”, an
example of rural architecture and of a specific type of work organization that can
be reconnected to the tradition of the Roman villae. The “masseria” was organized
like a sort of autonomous citadel. It included defensive structures and was sometimes
situated above an underground cave. The focus of the “masseria” was its large central court.
One side was occupied by the manor house of the landlords (and later the tenants). Next to
it, there were several additional buildings for the daily farm work. The core of the complex
is the actual residence, usually provided also with a little family chapel, which underwent
major architectural changes in the 18th and 19th centuries. Around this time, in fact, the need
for defensive elements had decreased, which meant that the central core could be gradually
expanded and landlords could begin to focus on the enrichment of ornamental features.
It was at this time that details such as loggias, terraces, grand external staircases, reception
halls decorated with frescos, statues, fountains and pergolas started to appear. The “masserie”
in the area of Capitanata display a monumental look and are often equipped with towers;
those in the Murgia, instead, are rather low-built and made of stone. South of Bari and
in the area surrounding Brindisi, their whitewashed walls reflect the dazzling light of the
Mediterranean sun, while those built in the Salento appear once again rather sumptuous
and have a quite severe look. Nowadays, they are often restored and modernized, and turned
into exclusive hotels for tourists seeking complete relaxation.
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Children’s Farms
In line with the regional Law n. 2 of the
year 2008, about fifty Apulian “masserie”
have equipped themselves for social and
educational activities aimed at raising a new
awareness among farmers in relation to
education so as to promote values linked to
the environment and to healthy and mindful
eating habits in association with agriculture
and the rural life as a whole.
All these farms offer adults and children
a series of educational programmes that
include topics like the processing of flour
into bread and pasta, of milk into cheese,
grapes into wine, fruit and vegetables into
jams and preserves, the organic production
of cereals, fruits, vegetables, honey, officinal
herbs, nature trails, the watching of fauna
and flora, the local traditions.
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The Murgese Horse
This horse, a highly selected breed, is
bred in the so-called Murgia dei Trulli,
an area included in the provinces of Bari,
Brindisi and Taranto.
The origins of this heterogeneous bred
with Spanish, Neapolitan, Berber and Arab
ancestors date back to the 15th century.
Murgese horses are marked by a black coat,
a considerable rusticity and an exceptional
strength and vigour, qualities that are
certainly to be attributed to the wild nature
of the pastures where they are left to graze
unattended.
They used to be the pride of the dukes
of Martina and were exported all over the
world because of their even temperament
making them suited for experienced
riders as well as for beginners. Specimens
of Murgese horses can be watched at the
Centro di Equitazione (Horse-riding
Centre) of Masseria Galeone run by
the Corpo Forestale dello Stato (Forest
Rangers) and located on the road to Noci
at a distance of approximately 13 km from
Martina Franca.

The Martina Franca Donkey
The area of Martina Franca is famous for
a donkey breed that is highly appreciated
among experts. Called the donkey of
Martina Franca, it is also known as Morello
because of the dark colour of its coat.
Apparently it descends from donkeys
imported to Apulia from Catalonia. It is tall,
very robust and lively, which is why it was
used for carrying loads by the Italian Alpine
troops, as it was able to quickly adapt to the
difficulties of the environment.
One of Apulia’s leading breeding farms
of the Martina donkey is Masseria Russoli
situated at a distance of approximately 9
km from Martina in direction of Taranto or
Crispiano and run by the Corpo Forestale
dello Stato (Forest Rangers).

Opposite: “masserie” in the surroundings of
Polignano (Bari) , Fasano (Brindisi) and Bari
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Sport and Wellbeing

A

Gargano, Vieste (Foggia)
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pulia, land of wind and sea, filled with Mediterranean scents, offers holidaymakers
the opportunity to enjoy moments of wellbeing and outdoor sports in an
unforgettable setting. Depending on the time of year, possibilities range from
choosing to explore its fascinating underwater world, to go surfing, kite boarding or
windsurfing, or to enjoy the countryside along the less-known routes of trekking paths and
bike trails, without forgetting the prestigious golf courses set among age-old olive trees just
a few steps away from the sea.
Another option is a relaxing wellness holiday at one of the numerous spas, devoting more
time to oneself and to pamper one’s body and soul, still seizing the opportunity to discover
this area with its historical and art heritage as well as its charming landscape.
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Farm Holidays, a Relaxing Experience
Apulia offers many possibilities to enjoy
so-called “green holidays”. There are
dozens of farms providing accommodation,
guided tours and selling local produce, thus
combining genuine and healthy pleasures
with the rediscovery of older life paces.
In fact, these businesses are often directly
located within the original and “natural”
settings of farm production, namely inside
the “masserie” that represent the most
characteristic core of rural life in this region.
Further information can be gathered from
Agriturist, Turismo verde and Terranostra.
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Apulia on Two Wheels
Apulia can also be visited at a slower
pace, away from the main roads and the
crowd. Here, bike lovers can find a network
of paths and secondary routes which enable
bikers to better appreciate the landscape and
cast a glance into this rural world that has

luckily hardly been affected by globalization.
The bike trails in the Gargano
National Park (www.parcogargano.it) –
more suitable for mountain bikes – follow
ancient mountain paths and mule tracks,
like the Sfinalicchio trail which covers a
distance of 63 km inland with a total drop
of 1070 m (GPS location: N41°54’16.5’’, E
016°02’57.5’’).
Also the dirt roads of the Alta Murgia
within the National Park bearing the
same name (www.parcoaltamurgia.it) offer
many opportunities for biking tours and an
occasion to visit the Pulo, the Visitors Centre
in Lamalunga (displaying the Altamura
Man) and the sanctuary of Buoncammino.

One of the typical Apulian “masserie” offering
accommodation to tourists

Nature

The route network is rather densely
woven in the area south-east of Bari, the
Valle d’Itria and the Salento, although it
often coincides with minor roads where
traffic is not restricted to bikes. Some of
the most picturesque trails include the
one running from Cisternino to Ostuni,
right across the Murgia dei Trulli; the
path following the old mule tracks in the
surroundings of Martina Franca, which
offers the chance of stopping at one of the
many picturesque masserie; the “Ciclovia
idruntina” running through an evocative
and rocky landscape filled with the scents
of the Mediterranean flora, past old bauxite
quarries and watchtower ruins. In fact, the

C

whole coast between Otranto and Leuca is
dotted with such old towers, like Torre Pinta
with its cave underneath, Torre del Serpe,
Torre Sant’Emiliano, up to the lighthouse
of Punta Palascia, Italy’s easternmost tip.
Tourists can often rent bikes, either from
local biking associations or at hotel facilities,
especially the “Agroturismi” (farms offering
tourist accommodation).
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Golf in Apulia Apulia features four eighteen-hole golf courses surrounded by olive groves and
farmland and located at a close distance from the sea: Casamassima (Bari), Savelletri di Fasano
(Brindisi), Acaya (Lecce) and Riva dei Tessali (Taranto). Further information at www.italygolfandmore.
com
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The Spas
Among the various possibilities of
relaxation and nature holidays, Apulia
also includes several spas, open all year
round. They are all situated along the
Adriatic coast, starting in the north with
Margherita di Savoia (in the district of
Foggia), famous for its water featuring high
salt concentration.
Torre Canne’s springs (near Fasano),
instead, are rich in sodium chloride,
bromide and iodide, properties that are
particularly suited in the treatment of liver
and gall bladder affections. Finally, Santa
Cesarea Terme (in Salento) is known for
its four natural caves with hydrotherapeutic
sulphur springs.

Eclectic Style and Exoticism
Halfway between Nardò and the
marinas of Santa Maria al Bagno and Santa
Caterina, we find the resort of Cenate.
The place is particularly interesting owing
to the presence of many villas (about fifty)
built according to the most variegated
architectural styles. They range from
Colonial to Renaissance, from Art Nouveau
to Palladian, from Moorish to Oriental.
They were all erected after the second half
of the 18th till the first decades of the 20th
century, and most of them are still furnished
with fine antiques and surrounded by lush
and well-kept gardens. Given their absolute
extraneousness to the Baroque style that is
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Santa Cesarea Terme (Lecce), the unique profile of
the Kursaal

Nature

oriental atmospheres that were so popular in
aristocratic circles of the time.

Example of eclectic architecture in Santa Maria di
Leuca (Lecce)
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typical for this area, they are an evidence
of great historical, social and architectural
value. They bear witness to generations of
open-minded tradesmen, doctors, aristocrats,
bankers, prelates, attracted by foreign and
exotic cultures. Further south, at the very
tip of the region, we can find a similar
taste for the exotic and the eclectic along
the seafront of Santa Maria di Leuca,
boasting several residences in the Moorish
and Art Nouveau styles, decorated with
towers, gazebos and lozenges. Remainders
of a similar blooming past can be found
also at the Kursaal of Santa Cesarea. It was
built at the beginning of the past century
on behalf of a builder native of Maglie,
who had worked for a long time in North
Africa and once back home wanted to
recreate in the little spa town the same
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Ostuni (Brindisi), an age-old olive tree
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Trying to understand the culture of a place or an area means fully
immersing oneself in whatever contributes to forming its identity
and peculiarity. Thus, amid castles, cathedrals, trulli and masserie, one
cannot help but ask oneself which strong ties make of the soil and
sea as well as their fruits the common thread necessary to understand
this region’s usages and customs, its traditions and choices, which also
affect its eating culture. This is why this section dedicated to Flavours
wishes to bring together these various “cultures” to provide one single
overall picture of Apulia, of its “culture” understood as a “wide range of
knowledge”, a heritage of information, understanding and behaviours
that also includes the “flavours”.
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The most typical Apulian dish: chicory and broad
beans
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he strong points of the Apulian cuisine are local products. Its simplicity and
genuineness is based on five fundamental ingredients: farinaceous products, olive oil,
fresh and dry vegetables, mutton and fish. The real Apulian “orecchiette” noodles are
made by hand of durum wheat semolina, water and salt. They are served in many different
ways but traditionally prepared with a dressing of broccoli rabe. Tomato is the base for
any type of sauce, with fish and seafood, as well as with meat or vegetables. Olive oil, a
never missing seasoning, is always present in any sort of recipe, but also used raw, adding
the unmistakable taste of this country to any dish. Meals are always accompanied by wine.
Apulia boasts 26 different DOC wines, offering a suitable option to any course of the meal.
The terms “land of olive trees” or “Italy’s corn field” actually do not do justice to Apulia’s
position within the domestic agrifood spectrum: Oil and wheat are certainly essential
elements in the regional production, but we should not forget fish, pasta, meat, pulses and
vegetables. The latter are the basic ingredients of many specific dishes (like the famous fava
bean and chicory mash), but are also used in combination with pasta, meat or fish. They
are either sun-dried (tomatoes, peppers and aubergines), or cooked fresh (artichokes stuffed
with breadcrumbs, pecorino and anchovies, potato stew, aubergine roulades). It is impossible
to name all the possible “tielle” or oven-baked dishes; among them, the most widespread
are the “tiella tarantina” (potatoes, tomatoes, mussels, rice, courgettes and onions), mussels
and rice, mussels and potatoes, and mushrooms, potatoes and onions. Apulia also offers a
broad range of cheese products (“burrata”, “ricotta”, mozzarelle, “caciocavallo”, “manteca”,
“giuncata”), sausages and desserts. This broad palette of flavours, customs and traditions
perfectly reflects the regional identity and makes the dining table a mirror of the culture of
this land.
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Olive Oil
One of Apulia’s most important
agricultural resources is the cultivation of
olive trees.
This age-old tree has almost become the
emblem of the region. Olive trees stand in
the landscape like a sort of rural cathedrals,
solid and austere like old patriarchs, knotty
and monumental like sculptures, but above
all generous and ancient at least as the
Mediterranean civilization itself.
Enveloped in myth and sacredness, bearer
and symbol of universal values, the olive
tree represents for Apulia the mirror of its
ancient culture. Given their strength and

ability to adapt, olive trees can yield an
amazing wealth in a quite harsh and parched
territory. Their wealth is the oil, celebrated
by the stern and knotty age-old trunks that
blend into the wrinkled faces of old Apulian
peasants on the paintings of Domenico
Cantatore.
From north to south, the Apulian
territory with its 800 kilometres of coast
is covered all over by olive trees. Some are
young, planted by far-sighted farmers, as it

Age-old olive tree in the surroundings of Savelletri
(Brindisi)

Flavours

instead, are meant for the production of all
those different table olive varieties widely
appreciated throughout the world. The
territory of Bari, among the five provinces,
is certainly ranking first in the region’s oil
production; here, a downright “oil culture”
developed in the 12th-13th century. And the
“olive oil town” par excellence of this area
is certainly Bitonto at a distance of 16
kilometres from Bari.

Apulian Olives The broad range of Apulian oil and DOP varieties includes many kinds of
olives (also called cultivars). From north to south we find the Ogliarola del Gargano, grown almost
exclusively on the Gargano headland and accounting for at least 70% of the DOP extravergine
olive oil “Gargano”; the Peranzana, a typical variety of the Tavoliere region introduced by French
settlers, whose arrival in Apulia had been favoured by Charles of Anjou for the purpose of populating
the colonies of Celle San Vito and Faeto in the 13th century; the Coratina, quite widespread in
the BAT and Bari provinces, is particularly appreciated and used for high-quality extravergine
oils; the Ogliarola barese, also known as Cima di Bitonto, is to be found in the “red soil” area of
the Bari hinterland and picked exclusively by hand; the variety Cima di Monopoli growing in
the surroundings of Bari and Brindisi is produced by imposing age-old olive trees – true living
monuments – included in a park established on purpose (stretching for 40 km along the coast
and 5-7 km inland) that should ensure their protection and promotion; the Cellina di Nardò,
a basic cultivar in Lecce’s olive oil economy, has a low yield but produces an excellent oil; finally,
the Ogliarola salentina, also known as Chiarita or Pizzuta. Against the illegal uprooting of ageold olive trees, fought through the regional Law n. 14 of 2007 “Protection and promotion of the
Apulian environment of age-old olive trees”, measures are being taken in Salento also through the
establishment of a “Park of Age-old Olive Trees” promoted by the Town of Specchia to protect
approximately 60 hectares in the district of Cardigliano.
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takes 25 years to the first harvest, many are
centuries old. Some are twisted, knotty and
eroded, bent into weird shapes by the wind,
others are pruned to the proper shape for
industrial harvesting. Some olive trees are
massive, growing even 15 metres tall, but
there are others whose fruit can be easily
picked without the need of a ladder. While
many olive trees are grown to produce
the Apulian gold, the oil, many others,
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Wine
“Europe’s Winery” features two big
innovations that will give a considerable
contribution towards a greater appreciation
of wine, and they are both promoted by
the Apulian region on the initiative of
the Department for Agrifood Resources.
They concern the establishment of six
IGT certifications (Typical Geographical
Indication), in addition to the 26 already
existent DOC wines (Controlled
Designation of Origin), and of several
“Wine Routes”, food-and-wine tourist
itineraries, which have been designed with
the purpose of combining oenology, cuisine,
history and monuments. As an example, it
is possible to reach Taranto by two different
routes following the driving element of
wine. The first itinerary follows the wines
of Locorotondo and Martina Franca. It
crosses the Valle d’Itria passing through
well-known tourist attractions, like the
towns of Alberobello, Locorotondo, Martina
Franca, Cisternino and Fasano. This is the
area where the excellent white wines DOC

Locorotondo and Martina are produced. The
eastern side of Taranto’s province, instead, is
known for its red wines, and that is where
the Wine Route of the DOC Primitivo
di Manduria and Lizzano leads us. Other
routes can take us to discover the wines
of Messapia, DOC Ostuni and Brindisi,
or to explore the Salento with its DOC
wines Salice Salentino, Leverano, Squinzano
and Copertino. The trip might end at the
southern tip of the region, in Santa Maria
di Leuca, where the DOC Matino, Nardò,
Alezio and Galatina are produced. In the
provinces of Bari and Foggia, similar
itineraries and Wine Routes have been
designed as well; they are all brought about
by the same wish, namely that of spreading
the knowledge and appreciation of these
wines and develop tourism in the areas of
production.

Among Apulia’s most famous wines and a DOC since 1974, the Primitivo is a full-bodied red with
an intense scent particularly suited to be matched with hearty dishes like legume soups, grilled lamb
and aged cheese. It is the main grape variety in the province of Taranto (Lizzano, Sava and Manduria),
where its first vineyards were planted in the last decade of the 19th century. Now this grape covers
almost three quarters of this district’s vineyards and is to be found also in some municipal districts
of the province of Brindisi. An interesting note: The Apulian Primitivo and the famous Zinfandel
(one of the most important and prolific grapes of California) have the same DNA. Thus, common
genetic origins are shared by our autochthonous grape and the American one (a sort of twin that
mysteriously arrived in that faraway place), with all the relevant interesting prospects in terms of
business strategies. It has to be said that in this sense the Primitivo is one of the leading products of
Apulia’s wine revival, which has been meeting with great success in recent years both in Italy and
abroad. The region boasts other red wines – that in some cases have reached definitely competitive
levels if compared to more well-known Italian wines – like those obtained from Negroamaro
or Nero di Troia grapes. The Negroamaro is the main grape of Salento, a land with an ancient
winegrowing tradition as attested by finds recovered from the depths of the sea. Used exclusively for
wine production, it achieves best results in combination with grapes like Malvasia Nera, Sangiovese
and Montepulciano. The Nero di Troia is a well-structured red wine obtained from Uva di Troia
and marked by an intense ruby red colour and a fruity scent recalling wild berries; it is one among
the region’s oldest wines native to the province of Foggia, an area with a long-standing winegrowing
tradition that has produced some excellent DOC wines.
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(Museum of the Civilization of the Primitivo Wine) combines ethnographic and
documentary significance in relation to the rural history of Salento and the cultural
evolution of wine production also in terms of the employed processes. The museum tour
follows two themes, one concerning the objects of daily life and work tools of the farmers
of the past, the other explaining the evolution in the technology of vinification and
oenology (old wine presses and other equipment).
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A Museum for the Primitivo The Museo della Civiltà del Vino Primitivo
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The Bread of Altamura
The bread of Altamura, among the best in
Italy, is full of the taste and fragrance of that
tradition of farmers and shepherds, among
whom making bread is still considered
a rite and bread is seen as the symbol of
plenty and fertility, therefore deserving
great respect. The peculiarity of this bread
is its long life; it is still good after several
days, its taste gets even better, some water,
olive oil and salt are enough to restore its
original deliciousness and fragrance. Bumpy,
with a dark crust and yellow inside, the
bread of Altamura used to be kneaded with
one’s knuckles and then left to rise slowly,
wrapped in woollen scarves, in the warmest
place of the house, the bed. Then, it was
carried to the bakery. This process has left
traces on the names of the bread kinds
produced in Altamura: cotte, panédde, panétte,
sckanète. Cotte is the name given to small
buns the housewife gave to the baker paying
in kind for the baking of her homemade
bread. The panédde were fine buns made
from white flour only the aristocracy could
afford. The term panétte indicates a full loaf,

while the sckanète is a bread made of durum
wheat semolina, yeast and boiled potatoes.
The potatoes helped to keep the bread soft,
as farmers needed to preserve it for a whole
week. An important step in the preparation
of homemade bread was that of impressing
the wooden or iron seal of the head of the
family onto the risen dough. The best way
to appreciate the rustic and plain taste of the
bread of Altamura is that of cutting it into
large slices and enjoying it accompanied
by garlic and onions, cold-pressed olive oil,
fresh fava beans, ricotta forte (a spicy cheese
spread) and tomatoes.
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given by mushrooms, which grow in large
amounts in the surroundings of Foggia.
The favourite pasta for mushroom
dishes are the troccoli, a kind of rather thick
spaghetti made with the help of a tool called
troccolaturo used to cut the rolled-out dough
to the proper shape; the dressing is made of
fresh tomatoes and sautéed mushrooms.

The Disputed Orecchiette A few years ago, the effort was made to destroy a myth:
There were rumours about the orecchiette having been invented in Piedmont and imported to Apulia
only during the Renaissance. This was perceived by Apulians as an intolerable insinuation, an attack
that had to be fiercely opposed to safeguard what is considered a downright symbol not only of the
town of Bari.
Fortunately, so far nobody has been able to provide incontestable evidence in relation to the assumed
northern origins of this famous pasta; therefore, the five Apulian provinces are the only ones so far
entitled to boast such typical and unique dishes as orecchiette con le cime di rapa (with broccoli rabe),
with meat sauce, with ricotta marzotica (a spicy grated cheese) and cauliflower.
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Pasta
Pasta, of course, - especially if home
made – is another basic mainstay along our
itinerary in pursuit of the region’s food
delicacies; on this matter, a case in point
are the world-famous orecchiette. Among
the many other varieties, we would like
to mention the cecatelli, dressed with fresh
tomatoes, the unfailing olive oil, grated aged
ricotta cheese. Traditionally, vegetables have
to be served with short pasta shapes, like
the cavatelli, or the strascinate, a particular
version of the orecchiette usually mixed with
wild fennel, potatoes, rocket, marasciuoli,
broccoli rabe, cabbage, asparagus, sometimes
with tomatoes. The exception to this rule is
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Fish
One of the most exciting experiences
for the eyes and the palate is that of going
shopping along the booths selling seafood
on Bari’s sea promenade or in the old town
centre of Taranto.
Actually, this should not be understood
as a typical tourist attraction, but rather as
a deeply rooted habit; especially in Bari, a
holiday cannot be really enjoyed as such if
the “crudo” is missing, namely octopuses,
tiny squids, cuttlefish and more or less
valuable seafood consumed raw in front of
the booth or at the restaurant.
The fish dishes of the Salento are a true
delicacy; apart from the classic cozze alla
leccese (mussels), they include the pupiddi in
scapece, which are tiny-size fish marinated
in vinegar and saffron and served as an
appetizer or tasty side dish.
The cozze in tortiera (oven-baked mussels)
differ from similar Apulian dishes in so far as
the mussels are combined with vegetables in
very thin layers; this delicious and tasty dish
can be enjoyed at any seaside restaurant, but
above all in Taranto, a town famous for its
particularly large mussels grown in the bay
called Mar Piccolo.
In fact, the tradition of the town of
“the two seas” is dominated by fish and
seafood dishes; the international dictionary
of cuisine identifies a dish “à la tarantina”
by its being garnished with oysters and
mussels; the latter are particularly good in
tortiera (oven-baked) or prepared as zuppa
alla tarantina, a fish soup that includes eel,
grouper, prawns and cuttlefish.

Flavours
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almond, an essential and widely used ingredient in the preparation of many sweets and desserts. An
exceptional showcase of this product, which includes the opportunity of enjoying the specialties of
the house on the premises, is given by the Museo del Confetto in Andria, set up in the old comfit
factory of Giovanni Mucci in an elegant Art Nouveau building of the historic town centre. Split
into four sections, it displays documents, tools, moulds and equipment for the production of sweets
and comfits. The production techniques and history are illustrated through a special video, while the
production of chocolate is represented by a few pieces of equipment, such as a tempering machine
and a vintage melangeur.
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Andria’s Comfit Museum Another typical product grown in Apulia besides olives is the
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The Environment

I

A view of Faeto (Foggia), a little town in the SubApennine region
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n relation to meat, but more generally to food as a factor of “culture”, we have to
mention the province of Brindisi, the centre of an area where most of the operators
have now been focusing for years on the effort of proposing a competitive and state-ofthe-art offer in terms of development of the area, its produce and its gastronomic culture
rich in plain and tasty dishes. The hilly surroundings of Ceglie Messapica are marked by a
unique agricultural landscape that offers many attractions to tourists, too. In the effort of
protecting local traditions, the focus is set on enhancing the elements that already mark this
country: trulli, masserie, lamie, cave churches, karst caves, specchie and dry-stone walls, olive
groves, vineyards, Mediterranean scrub, age-old oaks, pastures, fields. What has proved to be
the most important factor for the development of the local community is the preservation
and improvement of the environment, with the aim of offering goods and services such as
typical, also organic produce, farm holidays, hiking trails, local handicrafts, food products and
gastronomy that can promote the economy of the entire region.
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The New “Pugliashire”
Despite its only recent entering the
tourism scene, it is doing it with great
success. Apulia’s Daunia region, the SubApennine stretch in the province of Foggia
often crossed hurriedly on the motorway,
has won several awards such as that of the
“Borghi più belli” (the Most Charming
Villages) and the “Bandiere Arancioni” (the
Orange Flags, the Italian Touring Club’s
quality award). Among its strengths, besides
the landscape, are the scents and flavours
of its cuisine, marked by plain and basic,
but extremely tasteful dishes. The best
specimen of the wines from this hilly region
is the famous Cacce e mmitte of Lucera.
All the towns of the Sub-Apennines share
a wide range of homemade pasta kinds,

like orecchiette and fusilli, cavatelli, tagliolini,
laganelle; then, there are the pizzelle, many
different kinds of sausages and hams, the
torcinelli, oven-baked or grilled lamb, noodles
with beans and noodles with chickpeas.
The excellent olive oil is never missing
from the table. Here in the following list,
some of the most popular local specialties:
in Ascoli Satriano, the marasciule and
lampascioni (a kind of wild onions), in
Bovino the cavatelli with broccoli, the
spaghetti al cotturo d’agnello (with lamb),
asparagus, in Castelluccio dei Sauri
lampascioni, mushrooms, larks, in Deliceto
scallatielli and fresh cheese, in Faeto laganelle
with aubergines, grilled game, pasta with
mushrooms, ham, in Lucera cavatelli with
rocket, fennels and cardoons, pecorino

The Tradition of Barbecue Following to this still very popular habit in many towns,
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many butcher’s shops are equipped with a small wood-fired oven, the fornello, where local selected
lamb and goat, veal, horsemeat and pork meat are grilled and can be consumed on the spot. These
delicacies are an attraction on patron saint’s days, when the tasty grilled skewers can be taken home or
enjoyed sitting at little tables outside the shops during the warm summer evenings.

Flavours

Events not to Be Missed
Organized by the Movimento Turismo
del Vino in collaboration with the
Department for Agrifood Resources of the
Regione Puglia and local bodies, Calici
di Stelle is a summer event offering the
opportunity of discovering the historic
town centres while tasting the wines from
many different wineries and promoting the
regional production.
Another event hosted by the Movimento
Turismo del Vino, one of the most
significant taking place in autumn, is
Benvenuta Vendemmia, organized in
collaboration with the regional Department
for Agrifood Resources and including
guided tours to the vineyards and wineries
with relevant tasting.
Now at its eleventh edition, Bacco
delle Gnostre takes place in November
thanks to the initiative of the Parco
Letterario Formiche di Puglia; it includes
tastings of the new wine along with
traditional specialties of the autumn season
in the picturesque setting of the gnostre
(courtyards) and streets of the historic centre
of the town of Noci (Bari).
The Mercatino del Gusto, at its
eleventh edition as well, takes place in the
courtyards, squares and gardens of Maglie
(Lecce) in collaboration with Slow Food
Puglia. It is a unique food and wine event
to meet new producers, among them many
young ones, who have made the difficult

decision of pursuing quality and have
committed themselves to promote the
heritage of the region’s traditional knowhow and resources. The event also sees the
participation of many chefs, in line with its
“slow food” philosophy and the ideal path it
traces (taste workshops, dinners in the park,
street food, wine in the piazza, oil and food
specialties’ routes, itineraries tracking the
products protected by Slow Food, literary
café, tastings by night).
Finally, thinking of one of the most
typical and popular products, the Sagra
della Ciliegia Ferrovia in Turi (Bari).
This festival dedicated to a famous cherry
variety is held in June, the harvest time
of this delicious red fruit, and organized
by the local Tourist Office (Pro Loco)
and the Town Administration. It is also an
opportunity to promote other products of
the area, such as the delicious cakes made
with almond paste, the wines, the oil and
the veal zampine (sausages).
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cheese, taralli asciugavocche, in Monteleone
the famous caciocavallo cheese, in Orsara
white cherries and limoncelle apples, in
Panni potatoes with ham, in Rocchetta
fresh cheese and hill-grown legumes, in San
Marco la Catola the cauzuni, the foglie a
miske, in Troia pancotto with potatoes and
rocket, in Volturara maritate soups, and
cicce cuotte (boiled wheat, candied citron,
vin cotto, which is a syrup made from grape
must, and then walnuts and chocolate: a true
delicacy!).
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Regional Tourism Organizations
Regione Puglia
Area Politiche

per la promozione del territorio, dei saperi e dei talenti

Servizio Turismo – Corso Sonnino, 177 – cap 70121 Bari
Tel. +39 080.5404765 – Fax +39 080.5404721
e-mail: servizio.turismo@regione.puglia.it

www.viaggiareinpuglia.it
TOURISM PROMOTION BODIES AND
INFORMATION AND TOURIST RECEPTION OFFICES

BARI

Piazza Moro 33/a – Tel. 080.5242361 – Fax 080.5242329
e-mail: aptbari@viaggiareinpuglia.it - www.viaggiareinpuglia.it
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Information and Tourist Reception Offices
BARI
Piazza Moro 33/a – Tel. 080.5242244 – Fax 080.5242329
ALBEROBELLO
Piazza Ferdinando IV – Tel e Fax 080.4325171
ANDRIA
Piazza Imbriani 11 – Tel. 0883.290293 – Fax 0883.291492
BARLETTA
Corso Garibaldi, 208 – Tel. and Fax 0883.531555
CASTELLANA
Via Marconi, 9 –Tel. 080.4900236
GROTTE
NOCI
Piazza Plebiscito, 43 –Tel. and Fax 080.4978889
TRANI
Piazza Trieste, 10 – Tel. and Fax 0883.588830
Lungomare Regina Margherita, 44
BRINDISI
Tel. 0831.562126 – Fax 0831.562149
e-mail: aptbrindisi@viaggiareinpuglia.it – www.viaggiareinpuglia.it
Information and Tourist Reception Offices
Lungomare R. Margherita, 44 – Tel. 0831.562126 – Fax
BRINDISI
0831.562149
Ceglie
Via Giuseppe Elia, 18 – Tel. and Fax 0831/371003 –
Messapica
FASANO
Piazza Ciaia, 10 – Tel. and Fax 080.4413086
FRANCAVILLA
Via Oria, 4 – Tel. and Fax 0831.811262
FONTANA
San Vito dei
Piazza Carducci, 34 – Tel. 0831/955235-955236 –
Normanni
Fax 0831/955237
OSTUNI
Corso Mazzini, 8 – Tel. and Fax 0831.301268

Information All Year Round
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Mesagne

Via Castello, 10 – Tel. and Fax 0831/738898

FOGGIA

Via Perrone, 17 – Tel. 0881.723141 – Fax 0881.725536
e-mail: aptfoggia@viaggiareinpuglia.it – www.viaggiareinpuglia.it

Information and Tourist Reception Offices
Piazza della Libertà, c/o Stazione F.S., 10 – Tel. and Fax
MANFREDONIA
0884.581998
MARGHERITA DI
Via Principe Amedeo, 4 – Tel. 0883.654012
SAVOIA
Mattinata
Corso Matino, 68 – Tel. 0884.559169 – Fax 0884.550013
Peschici
Via Magenta, 3 – Tel. and Fax 0884.915362
SAN GIOVANNI
Piazza Europa, 104 – Tel. 0882.456240
ROTONDO
Troia
Piazza Giovanni XXIII – Tel. 0881.970020
VIESTE
Piazza J.F. Kennedy – Tel. 0884.708806 – Fax 0884.704511
Via Monte S. Michele, 20 – Tel. 0832.314117 – Fax 0832.310238
LECCE
e-mail: aptlecce@viaggiareinpuglia.it – www.viaggiareinpuglia.it
Information and Tourist Reception Offices
LECCE
Via V. Emanuele, 24 – Tel. 0832.248092 – Fax 0832.332463
GALLIPOLI
Via A. De Pace, 108 – Tel. and Fax 0833.262529
OTRANTO
Piazza Castello 8 – Tel. and Fax 0836.801436
SANTA CESAREA
Via Roma, 209 – Tel. and Fax 0836.944043
TERME
Corso Umberto I, 121 – Tel. 099.4532397 – Fax 099.4520417
TARANTO
e-mail: apttaranto@viaggiareinpuglia.it – www.viaggiareinpuglia.it
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Information and Tourist Reception Offices
TARANTO
Corso Umberto, 113 – Tel. 099.4532392 – Fax 099.4520417
MARTINA
c/o Biblioteca Comunale - Palazzo Ducale – Tel. and Fax
FRANCA
080.4805702
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Apulia on the Web
Regione Puglia

regione.puglia.it

Regione Puglia – Assessorato al Mediterraneo, Cultura e Turismo

viaggiareinpuglia.it

Provincia di Bari

provincia.ba.it

Provincia di BAT (Barletta, Andria, Trani)

provinciabat.it

Provincia di Brindisi

provincia.brindisi.it

Provincia di Foggia

provincia.foggia.it

Provincia di Lecce

provincia.le.it

Provincia di Taranto

provincia.taranto.it

Agriturismi in Puglia Agriturist

agriturist.it

Apulia Film Commission

apuliafilmcommission.it

Bandiere Arancioni, località eccellenti dell’entroterra

bandierearancioni.it

Bitrel, Borsa Internazionale del Turismo Religioso,
dei Pellegrinaggi, dei Cammini

bitrel.it

Borghi Autentici d’Italia

borghiautenticiditalia.it

Borghi più belli d’Italia

borghitalia.it

Grecìa Salentina

greciasalentina.org

Notte della Taranta, Melpignano, Lecce

lanottedellataranta.it

Puglia Sounds

pugliasounds.it

Puglia Imperiale

pugliaimperiale.com

Settimana Santa in Puglia

settimanasantainpuglia.it

Turismo del vino

mtvpuglia.it

Turismo enogastronomico

slowfoodpuglia.it

Andria (BAT), Castel del Monte

casteldelmonte.beniculturali.it

Alberobello (Bari)

comune.alberobello.ba.it

Bari, Basilica S. Nicola

basilicasannicola.it

Bari, Pinacoteca Provinciale “Corrado Giaquinto”

retepuglia.uniba.it

Barletta, Pinacoteca “De Nittis”

pinacotecadenittis.it
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Bovino (Foggia), Castello ducale e museo diocesano

museodiocesanobovino.it

Fasano (Brindisi), Zoosafari

zoosafari.it

Grottaglie (Taranto), Museo delle Ceramiche

museogrottaglie.it

Margherita di Savoia (BAT), Museo Storico della Salina

museosalina.it

Martina Franca (Taranto), Collegiata S. Martino

basilicasanmartino.it

Molfetta (Bari), Santuario Madonna dei Martiri

madonnadeimartiri.it

Monopoli (Bari), Cattedrale

cattedralemonopoli.net

Monte Sant’Angelo (Foggia), Santuario S. Michele Arcangelo

santuariosanmichele.it

Rutigliano (Bari), Fischietti di terracotta

comune.rutigliano.ba.it

Ruvo di Puglia (Bari),
Museo Archeologico Nazionale “Jatta”

sistemamuseale.it

San Giovanni Rotondo (Foggia), Chiesa Santa Maria delle Grazie

conventopadrepio.com

Taranto, Duomo e Cappellone S. Cataldo

cattedraletaranto.it

Taranto, MarTa (Museo Archeologico Nazionale)

museotaranto.org

Trani, Castello

castelloditrani.beniculturali.it

Altamura (Bari), Centro Studi Torre di Nebbia

altramurgia.it

Castellana Grotte (Bari), Grotte

grottedicastellana.it

Fasano (Brindisi), Area archeologica di Egnazia

egnaziaonline.it

Gravina in Puglia (Bari), Parco Nazionale dell’Alta Murgia

parcoaltamurgia.it

Insediamenti rupestri

parcogravine.it, gravinasotterranea.
it, habitatrupestrepuglia.it

Isole Tremiti (Foggia), Riserva naturale marina

comune.isoletremiti.fg.it

Manduria (Taranto), Riserve naturali regionali del litorale
tarantino orientale

litoraletarantino.it

Parco Nazionale del Gargano

parcogargano.it

Porto Cesareo (Lecce), Area marina protetta

ampportocesareo.it

Porto Selvaggio Nardò (Lecce), Parco Naturale Regionale

portoselvaggio.net

Serranova di Carovigno (Brindisi),
Centro Visite Riserva marina di Torre Guaceto

riservaditorreguaceto.it

Vernole (Lecce), Riserva naturale Le Cesine

riservalecesine.it

Valle d’Itria

valleditria.it
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Acaya 62, 66, 103
Alberobello 32, 47, 51, 89, 92, 93, 94, 112,
122, 124
Alberona 51
Alezio 112
Altamura 11, 17, 18, 32, 39, 82, 85, 86, 102,
114, 125
Andria 17, 19, 64, 82, 117, 122, 124
Ascoli Satriano 120
Bari 18, 19, 26, 30, 31, 34, 39, 42, 44-45, 47,
48-49, 49, 50, 53, 59, 62, 66, 66-67, 92,
95, 97, 98, 111, 112, 115, 116, 122, 124
Barletta 14, 39, 47, 49, 53, 57, 59, 62, 66,
122, 124
Bisceglie 11, 15
Bitetto 51
Bitonto 32, 39, 47, 50, 82, 111
Bovino 51, 59, 62, 120, 125
Brindisi 11, 12, 13, 32, 39, 48, 50, 53, 59, 62,
71, 74, 92, 98, 111, 112, 119, 122, 124
Calimera 15
Campomarino 71
Canne della Battaglia 11, 14
Canosa 14, 39, 59
Carpignano 11, 15
Casamassima 103
Casarano 15
Cassano Murge 82
Castel del Monte 25, 59, 60-61, 63, 64, 66,
124
Castellana Grotte 89, 90, 91, 122, 125
Castellaneta 17, 19, 71
Castelluccio dei Sauri 120
Castrignano dei Greci 15
Castro 77
Ceglie Messapica 59, 67, 89, 119, 122
Celle San Vito 111
Cenate (località) 104
Cerignola 32, 79
Cesine (oasi delle) 79, 125

Cisternino 51, 89, 94, 103, 112
Conversano 43, 53, 59, 62
Copertino 59, 67, 112
Corato 19, 82, 86
Corigliano d’Otranto 59, 64
Deliceto 120
Egnazia 11, 12, 125
Faeto 32, 111, 118, 120
Fasano 12, 15, 89, 98, 103, 104, 112, 122,
125
Foggia 39, 53, 104, 112, 115, 123, 124
Foresta Umbra 79, 80
Francavilla Fontana 30, 59, 67, 122
Frattarolo (palude) 79, 82
Galatina 27, 39, 43, 53, 112
Gallipoli 46, 47, 51, 53, 59, 64, 64, 71, 123
Ginosa 16, 17, 19, 71
Gioia del Colle 59, 62, 63, 66
Giurdignano 11, 15
Gravina in Puglia 17, 18, 39, 47, 59, 82, 85,
86, 125
Grottaglie 32, 125
Grumo Appula 82
Laterza 17, 19, 87
Lecce 10, 33, 34, 39, 47, 51, 52, 53, 54-55,
56, 57, 59, 62, 66, 79, 123, 124
Lesina 71, 79, 82
Leverano 112
Lizzano 112
Locorotondo 51, 89, 95, 112
Lucera 39, 47, 48, 58, 59, 62, 120
Maglie 121
Manduria 59, 112, 113125
Manfredonia 59, 62, 66, 71, 82, 123
Margherita di Savoia 71, 79, 83, 104, 123,
125
Martina Franca 47, 53, 56, 59, 67, 79, 89,
95, 98, 103, 112, 123, 125
Massafra 17, 19, 79
Matera 17
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San Vito dei Normanni 15, 59, 122
Sant’Agata di Puglia 51
Santa Cesarea Terme 104, 105, 123
Santa Maria di Leuca 51, 71, 77, 103, 105,
112
Santeramo in Colle 82
Sava 112
Savelletri di Fasano 12, 103, 110
Siponto 21, 39, 62, 83
Specchia 51, 111
Spinazzola 82
Squinzano 32, 112
Sternatia 15
Taranto 9, 11, 12, 13, 19, 30, 31, 32, 39, 50,
53, 56-57, 57, 59, 64, 71, 85, 89, 92, 98,
112, 116, 123, 124, 125
Toritto 82
Torre Canne 104
Torre Guaceto (oasi) 72, 74, 78, 79, 125
Trani 17, 19, 38, 39, 40-41, 42, 47, 59, 62,
65, 122, 124, 125
Tremiti, isole 79, 80, 81, 125
Triggiano 17, 19
Troia 21, 39, 47, 48, 112, 121, 123
Tuglie 32
Turi 121
Ugento 71
Valenzano 30
Varano (lago) 71, 79, 82
Vaste 15
Vico del Gargano 29, 30, 51
Vieste 59, 69, 71, 74, 75, 80, 100, 123
Volturara Appula 121
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Matino 112
Mattinata 51, 71, 75, 79, 80, 123
Melpignano 33, 51, 124
Mesagne 123
Minervino Murge 51, 82
Modugno 17, 19
Molfetta 30, 30-31, 39, 47, 125
Monopoli 17, 18, 39, 47, 53, 59, 76, 89,
111, 125
Monte Sant’Angelo 20, 23, 24-25, 32, 39,
47, 59, 62, 79, 125
Monteleone di Puglia 121
Mottola 17, 18, 19
Nardò 47, 51, 53, 59, 74, 104, 111, 112, 125
Noci 89, 95, 98, 121, 122
Noicattaro 30, 31
Oria 59, 62
Orsara 51, 121
Ostuni 11, 14, 37, 39, 47, 88, 89, 94, 103,
107, 112, 122
Otranto 11, 15, 39, 43, 47, 50, 51, 59, 62,
71, 72, 76, 77, 79, 103, 123
Panni 121
Parco Nazionale del Gargano 69, 79, 80,
82, 102, 125
Parco Nazionale dell’Alta Murgia 79, 82,
83, 102, 125
Peschici 71, 75, 123
Pietramontecorvino 51
Poggiorsini 82, 83
Polignano a Mare 47, 72, 75, 99
Porto Cesareo 71, 74, 79, 125
Putignano 28, 30, 53, 89, 95
Rignano Garganico 11
Rocchetta Sant’Antonio 121
Rodi Garganico 71
Roseto Valfortore 51
Rutigliano 34, 125
Ruvo di Puglia 11, 13, 14, 39, 47, 82, 125
Salice Salentino 112
Sammichele di Bari 32
San Giovanni Rotondo 22, 23, 123, 125
San Marco la Catola 121
San Menaio 71
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